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As well as helping our member businesses to be better through a range of activities, the Chamber is 
committed to investing a significant amount of energy in moving forward the economic growth agenda and 

lobbying for change on key issues to create the conditions for success. Our regional renaissance.

Without the support of our Premier Partners, we would not be able to undertake much of the good work that 
we do. Their engagement is hugely valued and appreciated.

If you’d like to find out more contact our commercial director, Seona Shand on 01224 343929.

Our premier partners
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I honestly believe that if employers are 
bold and brave then our people can 
be happier, safer, greener and deliver 
even more than ever. How Will I Know 
if I’ve got this right, well I’ll trust my 
feelings (sorry). I think now is a time 
where employers can change things 
up and their employees will love it.

I’M a big fan of Whitney 
Houston but I’m not a big fan 
of folk just reeling off her lyrics 
in a lazy fashion. It is for that 
reason that I cannot start this 
piece preaching about how 
‘children are our future’, even 
though by definition they are. 

As the chair of Developing Young 
Workforce North East perhaps I 
should be focused on that overused 
phrase. However, I also run a business 
and our future workforce is actually 
a heady mix of those at school, those 
just into work, our core team and 
those who have vast experience.  

I can’t pretend to be any kind of 
genius when it comes to people or 
developing a workforce but I do 
believe that there are a few basics 
that all businesses need to get right to 
grow and then retain talent.  

Our company, Katoni Engineering, 
has signed up to the Young Person’s 
Guarantee. This is the space where 
it is perhaps hardest to see an 
immediate return on investment but 
I’ve found it does payback. We have 
found there are multiple benefits for 
us and other companies including the: 

• development of better coaches, 
mentors and interviewing skills 

• generation of new ideas from 
outside our business  

• development of a talent pipeline 
through apprenticeships and 
graduate apprenticeships, the latter 
being a fantastic scheme. 

There are multiple agencies ready 
to support business whether that 
is DYWNE or Skills Development 
Scotland. As businesses I believe 
these are easy and inexpensive wins.  

The future of  
our workforce

I think the trickiest space to get 
right is our current workforce and 
recruitment. Like so many topics 
the workforce narrative has recently 
focused around two binary choices 
of whether people work in the office 
or at home. Personally I think this 
is a pretty futile argument from an 
employers point of view. Before WFH 
chat there were potential taxation 
changes where businesses would be 
required to pay for workplace parking. 
Again this was seen as a binary good 
/ bad issue. The truth is I believe 
enlightened employers who can think 
big picture will be able to use all of 
these things as an opportunity.  

The future of our workforce 
will be determined 
by choice, it seems 
whatever industry you 
work in there are skills 
shortages. Employees will 
increasingly be able to be 
more and more choosy 
about who they work for. 
This means employers 
need to be more able to 
offer choice and options 
as part of a package.  

James Bream
chairman,
DYW North-east
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Verlume team

A name change to prepare 
for the future
EC-OG, an intelligent energy management and storage 
technologies specialist, has changed its name to Verlume 
to prepare for large-scale growth at pace and emphasise 
its position as a clean technology leader, having delivered 
energy transition projects since 2013. 

The brand refresh highlights the company’s capability 
to deliver decarbonisation through intelligent energy 
management in a range of energy sectors including 
underwater, offshore and onshore. 

The company has a growing global customer base, most 
recently delivering the first commercial Halo battery energy 
storage system for a world-first autonomous offshore 
power sea trial off the coast of Hawaii. The testing at the US 
Navy Wave Energy Test Site will shortly begin.

Richard Knox, managing director and founder of Verlume, 
said: “We were ahead of the curve with our team’s passion 
for the energy transition beginning back in 2013 when the 
company was founded. Changing our name to Verlume 
emphasises our continued commitment to being a front-
runner in sustainable solutions to build the future of energy.”

LMS moves to cope with 
expansion
INTELLIGENT lifting equipment specialists, LMS (Load 
Monitoring Systems Ltd), has upsized its UK operation by 
relocating its Aberdeen headquarters.

LMS has moved into 7,700 sq ft modern office building in 
Aberdeen Energy Park amid a period of sustained growth.

The company designs, manufactures, sells and rents 
intelligent lifting products and load measurement 
equipment, used globally in a wide variety of industry 
sectors where continual load monitoring, measurement, 
calibration and testing is required.

It has moved all 14 staff from Silverburn Place to the new 
premises on Claymore Drive, doubling in size its office and 
yard space.

e-bike project picks up 
speed
FRISCO e-Bikes and Solar Docks have teamed up with the 
University of Aberdeen to take plans for a unique electric 
bike a step closer to fruition.

They are undertaking a mini project, part-funded by Energy 
Technology Partnership (ETP), which will refine the design 
of the system ahead of a planned rollout of potentially over 
15,000 e-bikes by 2027.

The ETP is a research pool comprising 14 higher education 
settings in Scotland, including the University of Aberdeen, 
which provide world-class capability and resources in 
energy R&D and which is supported and co-funded by the 
Scottish Funding Council. Its vision is to build on existing 
areas of excellence and collaboration to maintain Scotland’s 
position at the forefront of global energy research and 
innovation.

Ken Hoskins of Frisco e-Bikes and Solar Docks said: “The 
funding from the Energy Technology Partnership and 
working with the academic team at the University of 
Aberdeen has been vital in progressing key elements of the 
design, manufacture, assembly and testing of the prototype 
Frisco e-Bikes and the Frisco Solar Docks.”

Dr Sumeet Aphale from the University of Aberdeen’s 
School of Engineering has led on the design of key 
components of the prototype, along with colleagues Dr 
Amer Syed and Dr Jamshidi Far. Dr Aphale said: “The 
university is leading the mechanical and electrical design 
of key components that will lead to the construction of the 
Frisco eBike prototype, the concept of which is very much 
in line with local and global ambitions around net zero, 
green transportation and sustainability. Wider adoption 
of this eBike concept has the potential to declutter our 
roads, improve individual transportation and has the added 
benefit of getting us fitter.”

Aberdeen Foyer creating 
transport jobs
NORTH-east charity Aberdeen Foyer has secured funding 
for LGV (large goods vehicles) training to support at least 
20 people to find new careers in the transport sector who 
are currently unemployed or transitioning from oil and gas.

The grant, secured through Energy Transition Zone (ETZ) 
Ltd, a partner in The North East Economic Recovery and 
Skills Fund, will support people to gain a HGV/LGV Cat “C” 
driving licence, enabling them to drive rigid vehicles over 7.5 
tonnes such as tippers, flat-beds and curtain-sided vehicles.  

Training will be delivered by one of Aberdeen Foyer’s social 
enterprises – Roadwise Driver Training - with support from 
The Foyer’s employability team who will provide practical 
advice on CV writing, interview techniques and other skills 
development. In addition, The Foyer will also use its wide 
network of employer contacts to identify available positions 
that match the newly attained skills.
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Fennex team

Peterson secures Petrofac 
contract
INTERNATIONAL energy logistics provider Peterson has 
been awarded a significant contract from Petrofac to 
support the offshore installation phase of two 700MW 
transformation platforms for TenneT’s Hollandse Kust (zuid) 
offshore grid. 

This development will connect the offshore wind farm area 
with the same name to the Dutch onshore high-voltage 
grid.

Peterson will provide a comprehensive range of logistics 
services covering agency, procurement, warehousing, 
container and tank rental, customs, chartering of support 
vessels, helicopter services and waste handling, delivered 
from the Port of Den Helders.

Blue Water opens two new 
Middle East offices
BLUE Water Shipping is opening two additional offices in 
the Middle East in Iraq and Saudi Arabia to strengthen its 
global position.

“We want to expand our global presence to serve current 
and future customers in the best possible way,” said 
Thomas Bek, global director of energy and projects at Blue 
Water.

“Our customers in the energy sector operate internationally 
and it is, therefore, a strategic objective that we 
continuously develop our organisation to meet the demand 
and expectations of the market.” 

Traditionally, the energy sector in the Middle East has 
focused on oil and gas production, which will continue to 
be a dominant activity in the future. However, there will also 
be a substantial investment and focus on renewable energy, 
an area where Blue Water has been heavily involved in 
delivering transport and logistics solutions since the 1990s.

Double success for Fennex
ABERDEEN technology firm Fennex Ltd has won trophies 
in two major energy sector awards, taking home the 
Business Innovation Award in the OGUK Awards 2021 and 
the HSE Innovation Award in the OWI Global Awards 2021. 

The team’s success was due to the design and 
implementation of its breakthrough digital innovation which 
is set to transform the offshore industry’s safety reporting 
process.

The AI-powered BBSS™ (Behavioural Based Safety 
Solution) digital solution harnesses the transformative 
power of digital tech to improve safety observation 
procedures across the energy industry.

“To be seen as a leader in breakthrough digital tech to 
advance safety performance in the energy sector is a very 
proud moment for all of us at Fennex,” said Adrian Brown, 
managing director.

The pioneering BBSS™ system is a cloud-based intuitive 
platform which allows for live data processing and 
streaming of safety observations, with real-time monitoring 
of critical safety trends and indicators. The insights gained 
from these metrics provide clear, actionable tasks, leading 
to quicker decision making. This helps to mitigate risks and 
prevent hazards and, ultimately, enhance safety.

James Fisher launches new 
business
JAMES Fisher has launched a new business line, 
James Fisher Decommissioning, which will support the 
decommissioning needs of customers in the renewables 
and oil and gas markets by delivering cost and time saving 
solutions.

JF Decom will provide customers with access to a 
dedicated, multi-disciplined team which reduces the 
number of contractual interfaces to provide an end-to-end 
service delivery capability in complex decommissioning 
scopes including subsea infrastructure removal, structural 
removal, well severance and well abandonment.

New e-commerce website 
for Scott Direct
SCOTT Direct, the leading safety and industrial supplies 
partner, has invested more than £150k to develop and 
launch a new e-commerce website.

Rob Sayles, managing director at Scott Direct, said: “You 
spoke, we listened. We’re delivering on our strategic goal of 
offering customers the choice to buy online, making it even 
easier to do business with us.

“We’re always striving to deliver a smooth, quick and 
efficient ordering process that suits our customers’ 
purchasing needs which is why our products and services 
are now available to order online and buy in store at trade 
shops located in Grangemouth, Stirling, Peterhead and 
Lerwick.”
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ABERDEEN FC, like almost 
every football club in the 
country, has a team of scouts 
constantly monitoring local 
talent in the hope of finding a 
young player with the potential 
to be the next Lionel Messi or 
Cristiano Ronaldo.

However Aberdeen, unlike many 
clubs, has the development 

structure in place to ensure that 
when a potential world-beater 

is spotted on a North-east 
soccer pitch, the player’s 

maximum potential 
can be achieved.

In any business, staff development 
leads to improved performance, a 
learning culture which helps create 
great leaders from good employees 
and, ultimately, an improved bottom 
line.

The same applies to football clubs, 
although the development of players 
is different to the development of 
staff in departments like IT, HR and 
commercial services.

Steven Gunn, director of football, 
explained that the talent search at 
AFC starts with a team of around 
20 scouts led by Jim Fraser, half of 
them volunteers, across an area from 
Dundee to Moray. The well-resourced 
and intensified focus on the local 
area has prevented the loss of talent 
to central belt clubs in recent years.

Youngsters aged seven upwards 
who show potential are asked to 
attend “detection days” after which 
successful players are invited to join 
the Pre-Academy Programme. At this 
stage they remain with their boys’ 
clubs but attend Cormack Park once 
a week for specialist AFC Academy 
training by coaches who have been 
developed specifically for that age 
group – the Foundation Phase - 
which is led by Liam McGarry.

“We have put in place a structure in 
which we are investing in our people, 
both on and off the pitch,” said 
Steven. “Success in seeing Academy 
products and local talent in the 
first team is not just about how we 
develop the players, it’s also about 
how we develop the people who 
develop the players. 

“Liam, who holds an Advanced 
Children’s Licence, is an 

example of that.

“He started as a 
volunteer with the 

Investing in talent,
investing in people

Exclusive:
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Academy and then got a role with 
the Community Trust but continued 
to work with the Academy part-time. 
Recently we took Liam across to the 
Academy to lead the Foundation 
Phase.”

At the age of 10 the youngsters can 
sign for the Academy and begin 
to play for the club and all their 
training and matches are 
then Aberdeen led.
Steven explained 

that significant emphasis is placed 
on individual development within 
the team structure and there are 
monthly succession meetings which 
include everyone involved up to and 
including the first team manager, 
Stephen Glass, and Academy 
director, Gavin Levey, to identify the 
best opportunities for each player.

That includes Stuart Duff, a former 
Aberdeen player who, until recently, 
was working in the oil and gas 
industry and was a part-time coach 
at the Academy. He was offered 
a full-time post, was supported 
through to his “A” coaching licence 
and now manages the Youth Phase 
aged 13-16.

Another former player, Barry 
Robson, joined the first 
team coaching staff 
directly after his playing 
career and is now 
Development 
Phase manager 
in charge of 
the under 
18s.

“As part of Barry’s development path, 
it is important for him to be exposed 
to the responsibility of running a 
team with all of the management 
aspects which go along with 
that. It includes being ready 
for a performance on a 
match day as opposed 
to being an assistant 
without that 
responsibility. 

We have put 
in place a 
structure in 
which we are 
investing in our 
people, both 
on and off the 
pitch
Steven Gunn
director of football,
Aberdeen Football Club
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That’s aligned with Barry’s 
career aspirations and I believe 
it is incumbent upon us  to give 
people the experiences and the 
opportunities to help them achieve 
what they want to achieve in their 
in their careers, whether that’s at 
Aberdeen or elsewhere.”

With an eye on the future and 
supported by the club, current 
players including Andrew Considine 
and Johnny Hayes, are working on 
their A licences and are giving the 
Academy the benefit of their skills 
and experience.

At pro-player workshops, players 
including Joe Lewis, Niall McGinn, 
Scott Wright, Funso Ojo, Michael 

Rose, Connor Barron and Fraser 
Fyvie have offered the benefit 

of their experiences to the 
Academy players through 

workshops and question 
and answer sessions.  

There are great success stories like 
Connor Barron who made his first 
team debut a few weeks ago having 
been developed by the Academy, but 
the club doesn’t shy away from being 
open about the challenges.

“Michael (Rose) was actually 
released, but has made a really 
successful career for himself,” 
said Steven. “He delivered his 
workshop after he left Aberdeen 
so his experience was, having been 
developed as a young player and 
having made this first team debut, 
that he was not offered a contract.

“But he went to Ayr United, propelled 
his career from there and is now with 
Championship side Coventry City. It 
is important to let all these aspiring 
young players know that within our 
current system there are different 
pathways and they can still have 
a career in the game, even if 
they face some hurdles and 
setbacks along the way.”

To help them overcome these, 
a whole range of experts are 
called upon to assist. Top sports 
psychologist Phillipa McGregor has 
just visited the club to hold a series 
of workshops for coaches, young 
players and even their parents.

They attend integrity workshops 
which cover areas like “gambling 
awareness” – a former gambling 
addict has spoken to them about the 
devasting impact that can have; “laws 
of the game” for which referees are 
called upon to help develop respect 
for match officials; and there are also 
diversity and inclusion courses and 
social media workshops.

“Our whole model is built on 
investment in the Academy because 
for the club to grow beyond 
where we are now, we have to get 
homegrown talent into our first team. 

We build value by getting young 
players exposed to first team 
football at an early stage.  

“If we can create that value, 
we can then reinvest it into the 

whole football infrastructure. Scott 
McKenna is the perfect example. 
Scott came in at around 10 years 
old, went through our development 
system and then we sold him for 
a club record fee to Nottingham 
Forest.  

“That allows us to reinvest in the 
Academy, back into the first team 
and back into the wider infrastructure 
of the club. All the decisions we take 
as a club should be to help in the 
outcome of the game on a Saturday. 
So if it’s a football, operational, or 
commercial decision, the reason 
we’re doing it is because we want 
to invest either in the development 
system or into the first team for 
positive outcomes on a matchday.”
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Bruce Skinner

Cyber threats boost Alto 
business  
AN ABERDEEN-based IT company has reported a 30% 
uplift in work during 2021 as clients tackle post-Brexit 
operating conditions and ongoing cyber threats.

Alto has experienced the increase across its growing client 
base with almost £200k of new work coming from existing 
clients, many of whom have identified a need to enhance 
support for European offices; increase connectivity and 
security; and solidify connections.

This year there has also been new business in the UK and 
in France and Spain, resulting in two new jobs as part of 
an ongoing recruitment drive to shore up the growing 
cybersecurity team.

Alto chief executive, Bruce Skinner said: “The fight against 
cybercrime is relentless and it really is a matter of when and 
not if an attack will happen to your business or your supply 
chain.

“More and more businesses are understanding that they 
need to strategise rather than defend to put themselves in 
the best possible position, and challenges such as Brexit, 
the pandemic, remote working and so on have caused 
many to focus on the importance of gap analysis.”

HSBC funding enables 
energy saving projects
ABERDEEN-based energy specialist Biosus Energy has 
enhanced its sustainable business offering following a 
£500k funding package from HSBC UK.

The business, which develops low carbon solutions which 
reduce the cost of companies’ utility bills, has used the six-
figure equipment finance to purchase combined heat and 
energy power generators.

Biosus Energy installs the power generators at clients’ sites, 
under bespoke Energy Supply Agreements (ESA), where 
they work in parallel with existing power supply contracts 
and create energy savings and efficiencies.

The new equipment has enabled Biosus Energy take 
on further projects, which have grown the business and 
resulted in the creation of three new jobs.

For one of the projects the team helped Buckie-based 
Associated Seafoods Ltd to increase its fuel efficiency by 
up to 50% after it implemented an innovative process using 
heat from the power generator plant to cool the factory.

Garth Way, director at Biosus Energy, said: “Helping 
businesses reduce their carbon footprint and utility bills is 
more important than ever before. HSBC UK’s Equipment 
Finance team have been fantastic and their support will 
enable us to implement further green solutions that are 
practical and effective for our clients. With their backing, we 
aim to acquire four to 10 new systems per year.”

Jeanette Forbes featured as 
inspirational leader
ABERDEEN’S Jeanette Forbes has been identified as one 
of the UK’s most inspirational business leaders, in Wonder 
Women, a new book by She2 Leadership, a network for 
senior businesswomen.

“It’s humbling to be included in a book alongside so many 
impressive women, from all corners of the world,” said 
Jeanette. “Every story is different and the book highlights 
that there is no set path to leadership, everyone took a 
different route to get where they are today.”

Signs of recovery in 
Aberdeen office market
REAL estate advisor CBRE has released its latest figures 
on the office market in Aberdeen which shows signs of 
recovery with a strong start to 2022 expected.

Stewart Taylor, head of CBRE’s Scottish advisory and 
transactions business, said: “No one now thinks the office 
is dead. What we are seeing is an acceleration of arguably 
overdue change, with quality and sustainability at the core 
of decision making. These are a strong set of statistics and 
as we enter the new normal, we will continue to see a flight 
to quality and record rents being set in buildings owned by 
forward thinking investors.”

However, with CV19 restrictions ongoing, Aberdeen has 
struggled to recover at as quick a pace as Scotland’s other 
big cities as many businesses continue to hold off making 
decisions on property strategy until measures are eased 
and the true impact of hybrid working is assessed. 

The total office space take-up for 2021 was 197,914 sq ft, 
47% below the five-year average and Aberdeen’s lowest 
level of occupational take-up since CBRE records began. 
However, CBRE alone has in excess of 150,000 sq ft of 
transactions currently under offer that have slipped into 
2022 so a strong start to this year’s take-up figure is 
expected.
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“I read a great article by Colin Farquhar of the Belmont Filmhouse which said: 
‘creativity, transformation and risk is how we get our public city space back.’

I think there are a number of things we could look at doing by taking inspiration 
from other cities. Dundee and Edinburgh are great examples of what people 
want to see, which I’ve seen discussed numerous times on social media so I know 
I’m not the first to say it. 

I think we are going in the right direction and taking small steps like the 
reopening of the Art Gallery and the refurb of Union Terrace Gardens will be 
a success and inspire some further projects so we can have a mix of practical 
business space along with art and culture. So, I’m quite excited to see what 
the next five to 10 years brings for the city and hopefully I, like many, can offer 
support make our city centre somewhere to be really proud of.”

Carol Angus, manager, Centrum Serviced Offices

“The vibrant tech sector is rapidly becoming one of the hottest growth areas for 
Aberdeen, and I believe that the many thriving and fast-growing local companies 
such as Fennex will undoubtedly play a key role to lead the ‘city centre revival’ 
post-pandemic. Businesses are what draw people into the city, and with the 
current shortage of affordable spaces, we aren’t seeing that usual influx of 
companies looking to locate to Aberdeen city centre.

There is an apparent tech workers’ preference for city centre location, with 
most of our staff walking or skateboarding to work and enjoying the city by 
night. Being located right in the middle of the city helps us attract and retain 
the young skilled tech talent. As our team continues to grow, we may soon be 
needing larger offices. There is a real opportunity to revitalise the city centre 
by modernising old city office spaces, currently sitting vacant and unused. The 
Opportunity North East digital hub is a great example of how revitalising one of 
the prominent old beautiful buildings can create a vibrant environment for tech 
companies to come together and thrive.   

It all falls back on having an appropriate working environment for a tech 
company to flourish. Aberdeen must re-imagine how to turn all the empty office 
spaces into attractive and affordable spaces to boost tech community presence, 
and this return will only attract young people looking to come to Aberdeen for 
something new and create a place where people can thrive.”

Adrian Brown, manager director, Fennex 

“I believe the key to revitalising Aberdeen city centre is to get people back 
living there and businesses back operating there. Aberdeen is quite unusual 
compared to most other cities in that most businesses are on industrial estates 
on the outskirts. Attracting businesses to locate in the city centre and people 
to live alongside them would be beneficial to both the daytime and night-time 
economy. However, the businesses may not be those we were used to pre-
pandemic because retail has changed so dramatically. It may be that in Union 
Street, for example, the ground floors of buildings are turned into offices while 
those floors above are turned into flats, as is already happening. I don’t think the 
pedestrianisation of Union Street is the panacea. The current pedestrianised area 
splits Union Street in two and disrupts movement through the city centre.”

Derek Ironside, proprietor, Newsline Media Ltd 

Which one change 
do you think could 
most help revitalise 
Aberdeen city 
centre?
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Scott Bremner

New subsea recruitment 
company launched  
SUBCMAR, a new recruitment company specialising in the 
subsea market, has launched in Aberdeen.

The subsidiary of Drillmar Resources aims to strengthen 
the energy recruitment experts’ offering to existing clients, 
as well as expand its presence to the international subsea 
industry, targeting new clients with their suite of specialist 
staffing and HR solutions.

Operations manager Scott Bremner said: “As the subsea 
sector moves forward rapidly with new technology and 
developing areas the demand for personnel remains at a 
high level.

“From rig or vessel based, for operational or planned 
maintenance and surveys we aim to provide the right 
solution for our clients. As Subsea services also move 
forward in the energy transition sector, we aim to provide a 
comprehensive supply of personnel here also.”

Denholm created 25 new 
jobs
SPECIALIST waste management company Denholm 
Environmental Limited has announced a six-figure 
investment in its equipment fleet and the creation of up to 
25 new jobs across Scotland.

Up to 25 additional jobs are to be created at Denholm 
Environmental’s premises in Invergordon, Grangemouth 
and Inverurie where the existing yard facility has recently 
been upgraded to provide more space. 

Denholm Environmental managing director Brian Ritchie 
said: “As we intensify our focus on growth and sustainability 
strategies, it is crucial for us to have in place the best people 
and infrastructure. This investment and the creation of 
additional jobs will ensure that we are correctly positioned 
to meet the needs of a growing client base throughout the 
country, helping us to broaden our horizons in both existing 
and new marketplaces.”

GEODIS driving towards 
parity 
TO MEET its target of at least 25% of women in 
management positions by 2023, GEODIS is introducing a 
“parity” indicator which will be reflected in the bonus paid 
to top managers.

“Today women are represented on all GEODIS regional 
management committees worldwide,” said Marie-Christine 
Lombard, chief executive officer of GEODIS. “We now 
want to go further so top managers who work to promote 
women will be rewarded as part of their annual bonuses.” 

At the annual global GEODIS Women’s Network event in 
2020, the Group pledged to increase the number of women 
in top management positions from 13% in 2017 to 25% by 
2023. The figure had risen to 18% by December 2020, and 
now stands at 20% in key positions.

Cyrenians launch peer 
support programme 
ABERDEEN Cyrenians has launched a new peer support 
programme.

“The peer support programme is a new and innovative 
service bringing people together in a safe and supported 
environment,” said Paul French, programme lead.

“Peer support differs from the other types of support we 
offer because the source of support is a similar person with 
relevant experience. People, families and communities can 
play a key role in taking responsibility and managing their 
own health and wellbeing. Peers will be encouraged to 
openly discuss ideas to develop groups and activities which 
will assist the recovery journey.”
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Amanda McCulloch and Jock Gardiner

Pandemic leads to business 
growth  
RESILIENCE during the pandemic has enabled TMM 
Recruitment to adapt to demand for its services, creating 
business growth.

Amanda McCulloch, chief executive, said: “At the beginning 
of 2021 I would have been sceptical if you’d told me the job 
market would rebound strongly. However, as restrictions 
lifted and the economy opened there was a positive shift in 
recruitment from around April, and this really accelerated 
by the end of September. The final quarter of 2021 saw us 
return to pre-pandemic levels of recruitment activity. 

“This resulted in turnover growth of 12%, rising to £11.3m. 
As employer confidence lifted the pattern of recruitment 
shifted too. We worked with more than 240 employers last 
year and the number of temporary assignments filled by 
the team rose by 45% while permanent/fixed term contract 
placement activity rose by 62%.

 “All credit goes to the team, everyone has been incredibly 
resilient and flexible, adapting to change quickly, 
successfully adopting hybrid working and supporting each 
other in a way that reinforces our team spirit. I truly believe 
the way we work together is a key differentiator.

“We strengthened our capabilities with the appointment 
of investment and finance experts Jock Gardiner and John 
Duncan to our board. These appointments coincided with 
the launch of our leadership Executive Search service mid-
way through the year.

“Responding to demand for our services and to pursue new 
business opportunities we recruited within our own team: 
specialist recruiters for IT, office support and supply chain, 
and business support staff too. It’s our intention to recruit to 
support our own growth throughout 2022.”

New commercial manager 
joins the Chamber 
A NEW manager has been appointed to drive membership 
growth at Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce.
 
Neil Burr has joined the Chamber as commercial manager, 
bringing with him over 35 years of experience in B2B sales.
 
Neil has previously worked for some market-leading 
companies in the area such as Aberdeen Journals, Yellow 
Pages, Northsound Radio and global training provider Rely 
On Nutec.
 
Russell Borthwick, chief executive of Aberdeen & Grampian 
Chamber of Commerce said: “Understanding customers’ 
needs and delivering the appropriate solutions is, and has 
always been, Neil’s main aim.
 
“He has enjoyed a long career of key account management 
and business development and we are delighted to have 
him as part of the Chamber team.”

Commenting on his appointment, Neil said: “I have always 
valued the support the Chamber has provided the area 
over the years and look forward to helping enhance that.”
And in further positive news, John Shaw has been 
promoted to senior relationship manager and, as Neil’s 
deputy, will work improve systems, processes, and ways of 
working to provide an even better experience for Chamber 
members.

bp approved to deliver the 
Aberdeen Hydrogen Hub 
BP has been approved to be the joint venture partner to 
deliver the ambitious Aberdeen Hydrogen Hub which will 
build a solar power facility connected to a green hydrogen 
production and refuelling facility.

Aberdeen City Council’s city growth and resources 
committee agreed the move which was hailed as 
transformative by the council leader by furthering work for 
the city’s energy transition on the route to net zero.

Following a robust tender process which started last June 
(2021), the Aberdeen Hydrogen Hub concept will enable 
the continued development of a hydrogen economy in the 
city.

Aberdeen City Council embarked upon its hydrogen 
journey more than 10 years ago and has already 
demonstrated how demand can be created within cities, 
using the zero emission fuel to power a fleet of 25 buses, 60 
public sector vehicles and waste trucks, as well as the P&J 
Live events, conference, and entertainments complex.

Louise Kingham, bp’s UK head of country and senior vice 
president for Europe, said: “We look forward to working 
with the local authority to deliver this exciting project, 
drawing on the skills and expertise of our people and their 
vast experience delivering complex energy projects.
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Digital transformation efforts 
inherently involve escalating 
organisational connectivity 
requirements. With tightening 
regulations, many organisations 
find themselves under increased 
pressure for operations to 
be performed with higher 
accuracy, efficiency, and speed, 
increasing the need for a reliable, 
stable and high-performance 
connectivity solution. With 
wireless technology playing 
an increasingly greater role 
in organisations adopting 
a multi-access IoT strategy, 
reliable wireless connectivity is 
paramount to those operating 
Industrial IoT environments. 

Many organisations operating in 
Industrial IoT environments are 
upgrading their wireless networks as 
a function of key operational needs. 
These can include the need to find 
ways to increase network availability 
while reducing capital expenditures, 
along with migration to a data 
intensive, mission critical wireless 
networking environment, of which 
requires guaranteed connectivity to 
all or almost all their assets no matter 
where the asset is operating across the 
site. 

By achieving real-time visibility of 
what is happening across a site, 
organisations can plan, schedule, and 
monitor their processes at all points. 
Applications ranging from predictive 
maintenance and safety to full scale 
tele-remote and automation rely on 
a wireless transmission that must be 
pervasive, whilst delivering ultra-low 
latency in the most challenging of 
environments. Furthermore, when 
more and more assets are coming 
online, the overall data requirements 
of a wireless network rapidly increase. 
This means that finding a reliable 
wireless technology that can deliver 
guaranteed coverage to hundreds 
of assets whilst achieving greater 
bandwidth is paramount.

Cisco’s Ultra-Reliable Wireless 
Backhaul (CURWB) is a leading 
technology for moving assets 
requiring low-latency, high-bandwidth 
and stability. It’s a solid alternative 
where WiFi, 4G and 5G can’t meet 
the technical specs, and is designed 
to provide zero loss of data transfer 
at speeds in excess of 300 km/h. 
CURWB delivers reliable and resilient 
wireless solutions for mission critical 
applications, whether it’s mass transit 

or large-scale distributed sites where 
signal strength can be challenging. 
These solutions are quick to deploy 
and configure, offering clients a cost-
effective, low-maintenance wireless 
technology, automating operations to 
improve safety and lower costs.

As an Advanced Security Architecture 
and IoT specialised Cisco partner, 4MS’ 
knowledge and expertise of the design 
and installation of IoT architectures 
can help your organisation with a 
tailored solution to address your 
bespoke connectivity needs. With 
a wealth of experience and proven 
track record in the provision of 
Communications solutions to highly 
regulated environments, 4MS bring 
to the market the latest, smartest 
solutions to everyday challenges. 
Through consulting, survey, design, 
procurement, implementation, testing 
and 24/7/365 support services, we 
simplify the whole conversation 
around connectivity and digital 
transformation. We can also offer 
proof of concepts, giving you certainty 
about your move into IoT. Get in touch 
today at info@4msnetworks.co.uk.

Innovative Wireless  
Solutions for Industrial IoT
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THE range of businesses in 
Kincardine and Mearns is as 
diverse as the area’s landscape.

It is home to around one sixth of 
Aberdeenshire’s population with the 
biggest settlements Stonehaven, 
Portlethen, Newtonhill, Laurencekirk 
and Inverbervie.

Chamber members based in the 
area range from hair and skincare 
product manufacturers and training 
organisations to energy service 
companies and property investors.

One of the most successful 
companies, Blaze Manufacturing 
Solutions, was launched in Howard 
and Ann Johnson’s summerhouse and 
is now a multi-million-pound global 
operation. The business expanded 
from the summer house to a larger 
building on the family farm and then 
they looked at moving to Aberdeen.

“We couldn’t afford a property in 
Aberdeen although moving there 
seemed ideal at the time,” said Ann 
Johnson, the company financial 
director. “The purchase cost and 
colossal business rates would have 
risked the business.

“We moved to Portacabins on a 
Stonehaven chicken farm from which 
we carried out a £3.5m project for 
a major independent oil and gas 
company. They came and audited 
us and realised that we had this 
amazing innovative product and it 
didn’t matter where we were.  Howard 
and I then bought Blaze House in 
Laurencekirk, where we are now, with 
our pension money to secure the 
business so we owned the building 
and controlled our own destiny.”

The Blaze reputation was built on 
an innovative replacement deluge 
system which could be installed 
without stopping production, thus 
saving oil operators millions. When 
there was a downturn in the oil 
and gas sector they applied their 
engineering talent and innovation to 
diversification and are now involved 
in offshore and onshore renewable 

Spotlight on...
Kincardine & Mearns

energies, mining, waste-to-energy, 
commercial, industrial, public sector 
and nuclear work – but they say they 
are very proud to still be involved in 
oil and gas.

Blaze offers cradle to grave detection 
and protection systems and is the 
biggest employer in Laurencekirk 
and recently took on a further eight 
staff bringing the total to 32. The staff 
includes their two sons – Jamie, the 
operations manager and Andrew, the 
R&D manager and a former winner of 
the Northern Star Business Awards 
Rising Star title. Blaze is also heavily 
involved in the local community. 

“Kincardine and Mearns is a fantastic 
place to be based,” said Ann. “As well 
as employing many local people we 
use a lot of local suppliers. 

“The Aberdeen bypass has been life 
changing.

“Before it was opened the thought 
of travelling into Aberdeen was off-
putting but now it is so easy. From 
walking down the steps of an aircraft 
to being in my house in Edzell was 

exactly 52 minutes recently which 
is just wonderful. It was needed so 
much.”

The bypass has also proved a 
significant boost for another major 
employer in the area, Deeside 
Timberframe, part of the Bancon 
Group, which was established at 
Crathes near Banchory in 1985. The 
company employs more than 90 
who are evenly split between its 
Stonehaven headquarters on the 
Spurryhillock Industrial Estate and its 
Stirling Base and provide timberframe 
houses right across the UK for 
housing associations, construction 
firms, local, regional and national 
house builders as well as self-build 
customers. 

“We looked to relocate from Crathes 
because the road network in that area 
wasn’t very good,” said managing 
director, John Wright.

“Most of our raw material deliveries 
were coming from the south and a 
large proportion of our deliveries 
were going back down south again.

“Being at the other side of the hill 
at Stonehaven made a lot of sense 
because of the roads and we moved 
there around 2001.

“It is hard to believe just how great 
a benefit the bypass has been.  
Because we are working across the 
UK, we frequently have people flying 
down south and back up again and 
taking them to the airport sometimes 
used to take us perhaps an hour and a 
quarter to an hour and a half to drop 
someone off. Now it is 20-25 minutes.

“It has been a great boost. 
Stonehaven is a great location and 
our business is constantly expanding. 
For some years now it has been our 
hope to move to another industrial 
estate called East Newtonleys which 
is at the back of Dunnottar Castle 
which would be an idea location but 
so far, we have not succeeded.

“We have looked at moving closer 
to Aberdeen but because of the rent 
and rates it doesn’t make commercial 

It has been a 
great boost. 
Stonehaven 
is a great 
location and 
our business 
is constantly 
expanding.
John Wright
managing director,
Deeside Timberframe
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sense. However, we would still like 
the expansion of the business to take 
place in Aberdeenshire if possible.”

Bill Carr believes that the rich 
agricultural Howe o’ the Mearns, 
Lewis Grassic Gibbon country, is the 
ideal location for a company which 
produces high quality personal care 
products.

Family-run Body & Face St Cyrus 
Ltd was established in the 1980s in a 
former bakery in the Aberdeenshire 
village of St Cyrus but now operates 
from a manufacturing unit on 
Laurencekirk Business Park on the 
edge of the Grampian mountains.

“We have fresh, clean air and naturally 
pure, soft water coming from a 
nearby loch in the hills above Glen 
Esk,” said Bill. “We have a railway line 
on one side of us and the A90 on 
the other so access to the UK and 
all points south has never been a 
problem.

“From the point of view of image, 
the fit is ideal - we have access to 
beautiful quality water locally and 
we also use spring water from the 
Pannanich wells near Ballater.”

Bill was a technologist at Unilever 
when he was invited by his former 
boss to join the company to help 
transform it from a small craft 
operation to a thriving manufacturing 
business.

The company was subsequently 
taken over by a national 
concern which ran into 
problems and in the early 
‘90s Bill led a management 
buy out to save the jobs 
and skills of the staff. 
Two young members of 
staff have recently been 
appointed through the 
Kickstart Scheme to take 
forward marketing and 
product development.

The company produces 
its own range of 
products from cleansers 
and conditioners 
to pampering 
products operating to 
ISO9001:2015, Cruelty 
Free International and 
Investors in People 
standards. These 
products are sold 
mainly to Europe 

through the online shop and a core of 
regular customers.

However, its core business is 
manufacturing products which are 
as natural as possible for niche and 
specialist private label customers. 
These customers supply the UK and 
global markets.

“Long term we are looking at building 
our own brand and the whole 
ambience of being in this area is good 
for our business and is what we have 
tried to reflect on our website,” he 
said.

The word aisling (pronounced ash-
ling) is Gaelic for “vision” and from her 
base in Laurencekirk, Louise Couper 
runs Aisling Consultancy helping 
companies provide training for their 
staff.

“I work alongside businesses, trying 
to help them achieve their vision 
in whichever way I can support 
them,” said Louise. The training I 
offer is predominantly leadership 
development and various topics over 
the communication skills spectrum, 
which is quite wide ranging.”

For more than a decade, Chamber 
members have benefited from the 
skills of the consultancy at courses 
she has led which involve diagnostics 
to address the causes of issues, not 
just their symptoms, with the aim of 
enhancing performance to deliver a 

significant return on the investment. A 
blended learning approach is adopted 
and courses and workshops are 
sharply focused and participative.

“I deliver public courses at the 
Chamber where there are lots of 
different companies in the room but I 
also deliver bespoke training courses 
for single companies which may have 
one issue that they need to address 
or specific skill sets that they want to 
develop within their business.

“I started up the business in Aberdeen 
and moved to Laurencekirk seven 
years ago, the location has given me a 
great deal of flexibility.

“Professionally the biggest advantage 
of being in the Mearns is accessibility. 
I’m smack bang in between Aberdeen 
and Dundee so I can work easily 
in either city, as well as in the 
surrounding area. I am also that bit 
closer to Glasgow and Edinburgh 
than I was when I lived in Aberdeen.

“From a personal point of view, 
the greatest benefit of living in 
Laurencekirk is the amazing 
community. There is also great 
scenery, we can get out in 
nature, go running and 
have woodlands and 
beaches on our 
doorstep. It’s 
also great for 
the kids. It’s 
ideal.”
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Bright days ahead with 
umbrellas  
CANOPIES of colourful umbrellas are set to arrive in 
Aberdeen this summer as part of a new charity partnership. 

Aberdeen Inspired is working with the ADHD Foundation 
to create a colourful umbrella installation in the city centre, 
with streets including Langstane Place, Shiprow, Chapel 
Street and Belmont Street being considered as possible 
locations.  

The displays aim to raise awareness of and to celebrate the 
“umbrella” term of neurodiversity, including ADHD, autism, 
dyslexia, dysgraphia and dyspraxia. 

Glasgow and Edinburgh are among other cities which have 
signed up to take part in the Umbrella Project which will be 
coming to Scotland for the first time following huge success 
in other UK locations since 2017, including Heathrow 
Airport. 

Schools can get involved in creating their own mini umbrella 
displays, highlighting neurodiversity in children and young 
people in educational settings. 

With one in five humans being neurodivergent, one in 67 
of us on the autistic spectrum, one in 20 with ADHD or 
dyspraxia and one in 10 with dyslexia, many people have a 
combination of these differences in how humans process 
and interact with their environment and the people around 
them.

Brimmond Group in exclusive 
Heila deal   
BRIMMOND Group, the Aberdeenshire-based provider of 
hydraulic, lifting and mechanical equipment and services, 
has announced an exclusive deal to become the official UK 
and Ireland distributor for Heila Marine Cranes.

Heila is a global leader in the manufacture of specialist 
heavy-duty cranes with over 700 customers worldwide.

Wood wins Canadian 
funding
WOOD, the global consulting and engineering company, 
has received funding from the Canadian Province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador to maximise employment for 
residents and support the recovery of the offshore oil and 
gas industry in the area.

The project was secured under the Newfoundland 
and Labrador Offshore Oil and Gas Industry Recovery 
Assistance Fund and aims to establish an autonomous 
robotic inspection and maintenance offering in the region. It 
is focused on supporting onshore and offshore oil and gas 
infrastructure assets and the successful completion of this 
project could result in the deployment of multiple robots 
and position Wood to support future developments in the 
province. 

Home-Start launches weekly 
lottery
FAMILY support charity, Home-Start Aberdeen, has 
launched a weekly lottery as a new fundraising initiative 
available to supporters to help make a difference in the lives 
of families with young children living in Aberdeen. 

It’s ‘Make a Difference’ weekly lottery is affiliated with 
Affinity Lottery which is specifically designed for smaller 
charities to benefit from the fundraising power of offering a 
big prize lottery, without the administrative burden.

Supporters can sign-up for the charity’s weekly lottery now, 
starting from £1 per line per week up to a maximum of five 
lines per week.

Each week supporters will have the opportunity to win one 
of 37 cash prizes from £25k to £5.

Space Solutions join forces 
with Cancer Support 
Scotland
SPACE Solutions, workplace design and management 
consultancy, has announced Cancer Support Scotland as its 
new charity partner to mark the business’ 25th anniversary.

After members of staff from across the business voted for 
their chosen charity, Cancer Support Scotland was selected 
as the company’s new fundraising partner for a two-year 
period. The effort aims to raise enough money to fund over 
150 treatment sessions- the equivalent to the number of 
staff at Space Solutions.

Steve Judge, founder and chairman at Space commented: 
“Over the past 25 years, we have supported many charities 
through fundraising and volunteering opportunities to 
give something back to communities around Scotland. We 
are thrilled to announce our new partnership with Cancer 
Support Scotland, which offers therapy treatment sessions 
to those sadly affected by cancer.”
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illuminating
your potentialli   htbulb.coach
individual coaching
team coaching
coach training
coach mentoring
business skills
workshops

 

Uncertainty is the new normal so preparing young professionals for what 
comes next is crucial. lightbulb.coachlightbulb.coach are shaping the future workforce 
and leaders through high quality accredited Coaching and Coach training. 

Loganair celebrates its 
diamond anniversary 
LOGANAIR, the UK’s largest regional airline, has marked 
its 60th anniversary – a major milestone for the longest-
serving name in the UK airline industry.

Formed in February 1962, the airline now flies over 70 
routes throughout the UK, Isle of Man, Ireland, Norway and 
Denmark, and serves more UK airports – a tally of 34 - than 
every other airline put together.

To celebrate the special birthday, Loganair has launched 
a competition to give away a diamond ticket, consisting 
of 60 free flights across its network, to one lucky winner. 
The airline is asking people to enter the competition by 
nominating an individual or group deserving of this unusual 
yet hugely valuable gift.

Jonathan Hinkles, Loganair’s chief executive, said: “We are 
thrilled to be celebrating our 60th anniversary, an unrivalled 
milestone in the UK regional airline industry. In the time 
that Loganair has been serving customers in Scotland and 
beyond, over 50 other airlines have come and gone – yet a 
constant has been the commitment of Loganair to keeping 
communities connected.” 
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Greenwell containers take 
shape at Aberdeen dolphin 
visitor centre
TWO shipping containers donated by Greenwell Equipment 
are now taking pride of place on the site of Aberdeen’s new 
dolphin viewing visitor centre.

The two 40ft containers have been transformed into a 
viewing gallery at the Greyhope Bay site on the coastline 
at the city’s Torry Battery overlooking the entrance to 
Aberdeen harbour.

The glass-fronted structure will house the dolphin viewing 
centre, as well as a café and an education and community 
space, and forms part of a five-year plan to establish the 
Torry Battery as a vibrant Aberdeen destination.

Greenwell’s Richy Turnbull said: “It’s really exciting for us to 
work with other North-east business to support Greyhope 
Bay, as well as our local community and heritage. Of course, 
like everyone else, we are really looking forward to enjoying 
the views with a coffee and watching the world go by from 
a beautiful viewpoint.”

Goldstar welcome the return 
to office
Leading North-east business, Goldstar Cleaning Services, 
has welcomed the move to allow office employees to return 
to work as CV19 restrictions ease.  

This comes on the back of a year which has seen Goldstar 
continue to develop new business across its domestic and 
commercial client base, enjoying a particularly busy year in 
support of the thriving local construction sector. 

Goldstar’s senior partner Scott Willox said: 
“The safety and hygiene of workspaces, offices and the 
environment has never been more important and can’t 
be left to chance. We are proud to support so many local 
businesses in creating the immaculate, safe and hygienic 
premises their business demands and their employees 
deserve.”

Craft Rum Show added to 
the mix for spirit mega-event 
RUM fans of Aberdeen will have the chance to enjoy rum 
samples, meet-the-makers behind premium run brands 
and treat themselves to a cocktail or two at The Craft Rum 
Show at P&J Live on August 26-27, 2022. The Craft Rum 
Show forms part of The Gin To My Tonic show, one ticket to 
either show will be valid as entry to both shows.

Paul Hudson-Jones, managing director of The Craft Rum 
Show says: “Scotland has a thriving distilling scene, and The 
Craft Rum Show together with The Gin To My Tonic Show 
is there to celebrate this and shine a spotlight on the work 
of some of Scotland’s very best producers. The festival is 
unique due to the number of makers in attendance, but also 
in that you can try multiple spirits as part of your part of 
your ticket price in order to find a new favourite. If you love 
craft spirits, you’ll struggle to find a better day out this year”.
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Keenan gears up for growth  
KEENAN Recycling has announced an acquisition as it 
gears up for further growth in 2022.

The firm, which earlier this year achieved full coverage 
of the UK, has purchased the food waste wheelie bin 
collection arm of JNL Waste Services Limited for an 
undisclosed value.

The acquisition, including new trucks, will strengthen the 
company’s service in the Midlands, Northamptonshire and 
East Anglia.

Keenan Recycling has invested more than £4m in new 
trucks in the last 12 months, adding six new depots 
including London, Exeter and Manchester and more than 
doubled its staff.

Managing director of Keenan Recycling, Grant Keenan, 
said: “Over the past 18 months, we’ve made significant 
investments into England that allowed us to serve a wealth 
of new customers including colleges, restaurants and fast-
food chains as businesses increasingly review their carbon 
footprint and realise how food waste recycling can support 
sustainability goals.

“Since we achieved UK wide coverage earlier in the year, we 
are starting to see numerous acquisition opportunities as 
other waste management firms believe they could benefit 
by becoming part of Keenan Recycling.” Scott and Rachel Willox
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This has been an incredibly tough time for 
people and businesses across the North-east 
and, as we recover, it is vital that we start 
rebuilding confidence in our regional economy 
and recognise the hard work undertaken by 
local businesses to make a positive impact 
on their people, their customers and their 
communities.

The Northern Star Business Awards seek to 
recognise the exceptional accomplishments of 
organisations across the Aberdeen city region.
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KR Group joins The 5% Club  
SCOTTISH steel and cladding specialist, KR Group has 
showcased its commitment to developing its people by 
joining The 5% Club, an industry led initiative focused on 
driving momentum into the recruitment of apprentices, 
graduate, and sponsored students.

The 5% Club, initiated by Leo Quinn, Group chief executive 
officer of Balfour Beatty in 2013, is a movement of 
more than 500 employers providing “earn and learn” 
opportunities to develop the skills and talents people 
need to become more employable and create meaningful 
careers.

Companies joining The 5% Club commit to raising the 
number of apprentices, sponsored students and graduates 
on formal programmes to 5% of their total workforce within 
five years. Members are also asked to publicly report their 
progress in their annual report. Existing members range 
from SMEs to FTSEs and cover several diverse industries, 
from engineering through to the legal sector.

KR Group decided to sign up to The 5% Club pledge to 
align its existing company ethos and commitment to the 
Developing Young Workforce agenda. 

Nicola Fraser, director at KR Group, said: “It has never been 
more important to show our young people that there is a 
bright future, full of possibilities. A career in construction is 
exciting and with the right investment and attitudes, young 
people can flourish.”

FreshMex signs deal to 
launch on Supermarket 
shelves  
AWARD-winning Scottish based food chain FreshMex 
has announced a partnership with the UK’s largest spice 
manufacturer, British Pepper & Spice (BPS).

FreshMex, which serves a tex-mex inspired menu centred 
on entirely fresh ingredients, have signed a deal with the 
manufacturer to produce two of their dry seasonings (“Tex” 
and “Mex”) in both retail and foodservice form.

The seasonings have been used throughout FreshMex’s 
menu comprising of burritos, fajitas, quesadillas, and 
burgers since their first day trading at farmers’ markets in 
2015. The deal will now allow them to enter the retail market 
which they feel needs “spiced up”.

Operated by Robbie Moult (29), his brother Chris (32) 
and a team of 65 they currently operate restaurant sites 
in Aberdeen, Edinburgh and a Deliveroo dark kitchen in 
Nottingham. The brothers are excited for the potential of 
FreshMex in the retail market.

Robbie commented: “Working with British Pepper will of 
course help improve efficiencies in our kitchens across 
the UK with the foodservice deal, but crucially it allows us 
to enter the retail space with the confidence of a highly 
reputable producer behind us.

“We’ve used our original recipe rubs throughout the menu 
ever since we launched – from marinating our FreshMex 
chicken, as a base to our Texan-style beef chilli, to dusting 
on top of our popular spiced fries side. The new seasoning 
sachets will allow customers to recreate our award-winning 
menu at home.”

New digital qualification on 
offer
FUNDED training in a ground-breaking new digital 
qualification is being offered to people across the North-
east.

The Digital Pilot’s Licence is an online training programme 
designed to upskill workers and provide a trained digital 
workforce to meet the demands of a shifting job market. 
The qualification is being made available with funding 
from the North East Economic Recovery and Skills 
Fund (NEERSF), a £14.3m investment by the Scottish 
Government.

The fund is delivering employment, upskilling and reskilling, 
and business growth and innovation projects which will 
benefit more than 3,000 people across the region.

Offered by online education group Jump Digital, the Digital 
Pilot’s Licence comprises four accelerator programmes 
delivered fully online, with successful candidates receiving a 
qualification at level 7 on the Scottish Credit Qualifications 
Framework – the equivalent of an Advanced Higher or an 
HNC. 

Jump Digital co-founder Alex Clyne said: “It will be a ‘Critical 
Education Programme’ towards developing a resilient 
digital workforce, as organisations rethink work, retrain staff 
and emerge stronger and more assured about the future, 
from the current challenges of the CV19 crisis.”
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Area of expertise?
Equate Scotland are national experts in gender 
equality in science technology, engineering and the 
built environment. Our tailored consultancy and 
training expertise helps organisations build their 
confidence and expertise to do things differently, 
rethink their approach to building a competitive 
talent pipeline, and embrace societal and cultural 
change.

What should people know?
We’ve worked with a range of businesses across 
STEM sectors in Scotland, supporting them 
on their journey to create a more inclusive and 
diverse workplace, and help attract a more diverse 
talent pool. We launched Equate CareerHub, the 
first recruitment website in Scotland dedicated 
to women in STEM. The service includes a 
review of the employer’s job description for any 
gendered-language or unconscious bias as well as 
recommendations to attract a wider pool of talents. 
This service can be used by employers as a first step 
towards a more structured and targeted approach 
to equality, diversity and inclusion (ED&I).

What’s the biggest mistakes companies 
make?
Not recognising that things are changing. That 
people are more switched on to the ED&I aspects 
of the employment relationship and that from a 
reputation perspective being recognised as a good 
ED&I employer is increasingly important to people 
in the labour market.

What’s your top tip? 

Ask yourself what do you want your company to be 
known for? Start by asking your current workforce 
to tell you about how diverse and inclusive you are. 
Look at your employee data – how many women 
and other minority groups do you employ and what 
roles? 

ED&I is a journey, you don’t have to do it all on your 
own. Join our online webinar on March 16 to learn 
more about ED&I and identify practical steps you 
can take today: www.agcc.co.uk/events

Lesley Laird, 
director, 
Equate Scotland

Sovereign Grooming opens 
new national barbering 
academy 
A PIONEERING barbering academy has welcomed its first 
intake of students onto a 15-week course that will launch 
their careers in the burgeoning male grooming sector.

The first eight students have enrolled into the new 
Sovereign Barber School in Glasgow. It is the first training 
venture for Aberdeen based Sovereign Grooming and the 
team hope to train around 32 barbers every year, seeing 
each of them finish the course with sought after formal 
qualifications.

One of the new students is Glasgow local, Aimee Laws. 
The 29-year-old applied for the course after discovering 
a passion for barbering while salons were shut during the 
pandemic and she found herself cutting her own hair to 
practice her skills.

She said: “The barber school is a great option for people 
just starting out in the industry as you can learn both the 
theory and skills while getting the opportunity to put these 
into practice. 

“It’s nerve-wracking to think what the next three and a bit 
months will have in store but I’m excited to see the skills I’ll 
have developed by the end.”

The barber school is part of an overall plan to help the 
grooming industry deal with staff shortages following the 
impact of the pandemic.

Founder Kyle Ross commented: “We want to inspire future 
generations of barbers to help people look and feel the best 
they possibly can in and out of the chair.” 
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The Young Persons’ Guarantee aims to give every 16-24 year old in 
Scotland the chance of a job, apprenticeship, education, training or 
volunteering.  
 
It is employer-led.

You are key to making a difference in a young person’s life by giving them 
an opportunity to get education, experience and employment.

So if you can offer work experience, apprenticeships, career talks, 
industry insight, projects, mock interviews, mentoring or workplace visits, 
it’s time you found out more about the Young Person’s Guarantee.

“We signed up because because we are committed 
to supporting young people as they learn about the 
world of work” 

“It was important for Space Solutions to sign up because  
we’re passionate about inspiring and supporting young people, 
helping to develop a workforce for the future” 

“We signed up to the Young Person’s Guarantee 
because we know that developing young local talent 
is great for the company and it allows us to grow 
organically” 

“We signed up because we are committed to connecting 
young people to opportunities in the world of work and to 
building a workforce with the right skills and experience 
with young people at the heart of what we do”
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Do you want to create a 
pipeline of future talent?
Do you offer apprenticeships,
career talks or inspiration?  
Work placements? 

Or could you?

Get in touch with DYW North East  
to find out how at info@dyw.org.uk
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World first scanner for 
Aberdeen  
THE University of Aberdeen has received a grant of up to 
£723k from the Wolfson Foundation towards to world’s first 
fully operational field- cycling imaging scanner.

The grant will support the creation of a new patient-
focussed version of the field-cycling (formerly fast field-
cycling MRI) scanner in a newly refurbished imaging suite 
scheduled to be completed in 2023 within Aberdeen Royal 
Infirmary.

Field-cycling imaging (FCI) is a new technology which can 
produce detailed images of the inside of the body. It can 
be used to detect effects of diseases and other issues that 
are otherwise invisible to the likes of MRI and may appear 
earlier than is currently detectable.

The Wolfson Foundation’s grant brings donations for the 
new scanner and imaging suite to almost £1.5m.

FCI has been developed during the last 15 years at the 
University of Aberdeen, where the world’s first full-body 
MRI scanner was built in 1980. The FCI project received a 
$6.6m EU Horizon 2020 research grant in 2016.

Described as being “like 100 MRI scanners in one,” FCI is 
the first of its type in the world and will be able to reveal 
completely new information about diseases including 
osteoarthritis, cancer and stroke.

A fully functioning prototype was developed by the 
medical physicists at the University of Aberdeen and has 
already been successfully used to scan patients and healthy 
volunteers.

OGUK dropping ‘oil and gas’ 
from its name 
OIL and Gas UK (OGUK) is dropping ‘oil and gas’ from 
its name in a rebrand which will see its focus and remit 
broaden to new energy sources.

The leading trade body for the North Sea energy sector, 
boasting hundreds of members including oil and gas giants, 
will now be called Offshore Energies UK (OEUK).

It follows rebrands from major players in recent years 
such as Statoil, now Equinor, and Total, now TotalEnergies, 
with increasing societal pressure on the industry to focus 
investment in green technologies.

Speaking to Energy Voice, chief executive Deirdre Michie 
said: “It’s about reflecting what our members are doing. You 
see the amount they are changing, the sector is changing, 
and so we consider it important that we reflect that too.

“Oil and gas is still a fundamental part of what we do and 
how we do it, but hydrogen, carbon capture and storage, 
offshore wind are all part of an integrated energy mix that 
we see being developed today.”

Asked directly whether the move could be seen as 
“greenwashing”, Ms Michie added: “People may level that 
at us, but, actually, what we’ll be able to point to is our 
members changing, our members being the ones who are 
driving these new energies.

“Therefore it’s appropriate that our organisation mirrors that 
and we come up with a name that says what it is on the tin.
It is about having an organisation that represents offshore 
energies and the fact that these energies are continuing to 
evolve, they do need to integrate together and we’re seeing 
that.”

Return of popular Clan lunch 
event
NORTH-east charity, Clan Cancer Support has announced 
the return of its annual lunch event, which last took place in 
2019 due to restrictions as a result of the pandemic.

The widely anticipated ‘Clan Lunch’ is back and will take 
place this year at the Marcliffe Hotel on Friday, May 13. The 
last lunch event in 2019 raised in excess of £16k which went 
towards Clan’s vital cancer support services.

Ruth McIntosh, Clan Cancer Support’s charity development 
manager says: “We’re delighted to announce that Clan’s 
lunch is back this year which is normally one of our most 
popular annual events. It is promising to see our bigger 
events returning after the pandemic and the resulting 
restrictions prevented us hosting in-person gatherings.” 

Clan are offering early bird ticket prices until March 31, 
2022, which are £40 per person or £400 per table of 
10 people. Tickets can be purchased by visiting www.
clancancersupport.org or you can directly contact Clan’s 
fundraising team by calling 01224 647000. 
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Another £19m investment in 
full fibre  
CITYFIBRE has announced plans to extend its £40m 
project to bring the best available connectivity to homes 
and businesses across Aberdeen.

An additional investment of £19m will enable thousands 
more homes beyond the original build footprint to access 
its full fibre network and reliable high-speed broadband 
services from a number of providers, including Vodafone, 
TalkTalk, Zen and GraniteGiG by Converged.

In October 2021, CityFibre hit a major milestone when 
it passed 500km of fibre cabling laid across the Granite 
City, three years on from when work got underway on its 
network. Now, with huge demand for full fibre services, 
additional areas are being added to the rollout.

Homes in Woodside, Garthdee, Ruthrieston, Mannofield, 
Kincorth, Broomhill, Cove, Kaimhill, Ferryhill, Northfield, 
Tillydrone, Rosehill, Hazlehead, Airyhall, Mannofield, Hilton, 
Seaton and Torry are now ready for service. Customers 
are already enjoying some of the fastest and most reliable 
broadband services available in the UK through Vodafone, 
TalkTalk, Zen and GraniteGiG by Converged, with other 
providers set to join the local network soon.

Other areas yet to go live but set to benefit from the roll 
out include Bridge of Don, Bucksburn, Stoneywood, Dyce, 
Rosemount, Mastrick, Sheddocksley, and some areas of the 
city centre, with the extended project now expected to be 
largely complete by the end of this year.

Textile designer scales up 
with help from DigitalBoost
A FRASERBURGH-based textile designer, Fiona Ross, has 
successfully grown her business Candy Coated Accessories 
after accessing support through DigitalBoost, Scotland’s 
national digital upskilling programme delivered by Business 
Gateway.

Fiona said: “Working with Business Gateway gave me the 
confidence I needed to grow my business and make it a 
success. Through the  programme, I received 1:1 help, had 
regular catchups with my adviser, and met other people in a 
similar position through virtual workshops.” 

Fiona is now developing a new product with another 
manufacturer based in Fife and hopes to scale up her 
operations further by working with a variety of Scottish-
based manufacturers to help her meet customer demand. 
She is also aiming to take on her first part-time employee 
this year.

Common Goal renew 
Denis Law Legacy Trust 
membership 
DENIS Law Legacy Trust has had their membership with a 
prominent global network renewed once again.

Admitted in recognition of its ‘leading work in the field of 
football for good’, it means the Trust is one of only two 
members of Common Goal operating in Scotland and only 
the sixth in the United Kingdom.

Mark Williams, chief operating officer, said: “As a small 
organisation committed to doing big things, we’re delighted 
to renew our membership with Common Goal and look 
forward to working with them more in the months and 
years to come.”

Commitment to student 
mental health
A NEW commitment to student mental health at the 
University of Aberdeen has been launched.

The Student Mental Health Agreement (SMHA) outlines 
shared priorities between the University and Aberdeen 
University Students’ Association (AUSA) for the 
academic period 2022-2024. 

The agreement will raise awareness of support available, 
encourage, promote and facilitate student self-care 
and ensure that support services are both available and 
accessible to all.

Professor Abbe Brown, dean for student support, said: 
“We recognise that each of us has mental health which 
can be measured on a continuum. Depending on the 
circumstances of any individual at any time, they may find 
themselves at one point of the continuum and shift position 
as their situation improves or deteriorates.”
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SOARING profits among 
the world’s largest energy 
companies has resulted in new 
calls for a windfall tax on the 
North Sea’s largest operators.

bp and Shell have recovered from 
a torrid 2020, when the pandemic 
triggered billions of pounds in annual 
losses.

But oil and gas prices have since 
rebounded as economies worldwide 
reopened following the early stages 
of the pandemic - and the results are 
now intensifying pressure on energy 
firms as they reap large profits while 
households and businesses struggle 
to pay heating bills amid soaring 
inflation.

So, is a windfall tax the solution? And 
what are the different points of view?

In the spirit of reasoned debate, we’ve 
pulled together a position statement 
mapping out where political parties, 
the public and the industry stands.

What Labour says

Labour has led the charge for a 
windfall tax and wants to raise £1.2bn 
from a one-off levy on 12-months of 
North Sea profits.

Ed Milliband, the party’s net zero 
spokesman, said: “With oil and gas 
profits booming in recent months 
because of the spike in energy prices, 
it is clearer than ever that the North 
Sea oil and gas producers who have 
made a fortune recently should be 
asked to contribute.

“Labour would keep energy bills low, 
and we wouldn’t be landing costs with 
bill payers as they head into a spring 
of higher taxes and rising prices.

Will seizing North 
Sea cash tackle 
the burning issue?

“Our plan, part paid for with a one-off 
windfall tax on North Sea oil and gas 
profits, would save most households 
£200 off their bills, with targeted 
support of up to £400 on top of that 
to the squeezed middle, pensioners 
and the lowest earners.

“Labour will reform our broken energy 
system, so we deliver the green 
transition we need, energy security, 
and bills that are affordable.”

What the Liberal 
Democrats say

The Liberal Democrat party has been 
supporting Labour in its campaign. 

Party leader Sir Ed Davey said: “It just 
cannot be right that these energy 
companies are making super-profits 
without suffering an extra tax while 
people out there are just too scared 
to turn their radiators on and are 
terrified there’ll be a cold snap.

“The way that some diesel and gas 
companies are using their profits not 
for investment but to buy back shares 
is effectively a redistribution of wealth 
from millions of people struggling to 
pay their heating bills to shareholders 
of large oil and gas firms.

“The great thing about a windfall tax 
is it can offset some of that - there will 
still be plenty of profits and returns to 
shareholders - but it will enable us to 
get some money back to the people 
who need it quickly for their energy 
bills this winter, and would, I think, 
restore some trust and proportionality 

and, frankly, fairness back in the 
system.”

What the  
Conservatives say

Addressing MPs, Mr Sunak said that 
a windfall tax “sounds superficially 
appealing”, but the government was 
looking to deal with what is a complex 
problem in a “responsible way”.

“The obvious impact of a windfall tax 
would be to deter investment — it is 
as simple as that,” he said.

“At this moment I want to see more 
investment in the North Sea, not less. 
Last year we saw the lowest amount 
of investment on record in the North 
Sea, as my right honourable friend the 
secretary of state for business, energy 
and industrial strategy pointed out 
just the other day.

“There are £11bn of projects lined 
up to go. I want to unlock that 
investment because that is good for 
this country, good for British jobs and 
good for our energy security.”

What the SNP says

When Labour used a debate at 
Westminster to demand a one-off 
tax, SNP MPs did not vote and some 
of their members expressed deep 
scepticism.

Richard Thomson, the SNP MP for 
Gordon, said of the plan: “I am sorry 
to say that I have not heard anything 
to persuade me why a one-off smash 
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and grab on the North Sea industry is 
the best way to deal with this crisis.”
Stephen Flynn, SNP MP for Aberdeen 
South, added: “In relation to the 
specific proposal for a windfall tax put 
forward by the Labour party, what 
was missing from the contribution of 
the shadow secretary of state and 
the Minister himself was the workers. 
What impact would it have on the 
workers?”

He also said of Mr Miliband: “He failed 
to recognise that the last time the UK 
Government implemented a windfall 
tax, 10 years or so ago, investment 
in the North Sea oil and gas sector 
plummeted. It fell off a cliff; in fact, it 
has never got back to where it was.”
When pressed at Holyrood, First 
Minister Nicola Sturgeon said she 
believed in “fair” taxation but warned 
the “burden” should “not fall only on 
people, jobs and investment in the 
North-east of Scotland”.

What the Greens say

The Greens, who share power with 
the SNP in the Scottish Government, 
are more enthusiastic about a windfall 
tax, which could be implemented at a 
Westminster level.

Scottish Greens energy spokesperson 
Mark Ruskell said: “The Scottish 
Greens have long advocated for 
windfall taxes on obscene profits, 
especially when people are struggling 
with the costs of food and energy.”

What the public say

A poll carried out by Survation in 
early February showed strong public 
support for a windfall tax.

The survey, carried out on behalf of 
38degrees, showed that that 63% of 
the public are in favour of a windfall 
tax.

So, is a 
windfall tax 
the solution? 
And what are 
the different 
points of 
view?

29.
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The survey, which questioned more 
than 2,000 people across the UK, 
also showed lightly higher support in 
Scotland, at 64%.

Tens of thousands of people have 
now signed a petition calling on a 
levy, saying it could help generate 
billions of pounds to provide a lifeline 
for millions in the coming months.

What the industry says

A one-off ‘windfall tax’ on the UK’s 
offshore oil and gas operators would 
cause irreparable damage to the 
industry and leave consumers even 
more exposed to global shortages, 
according to industry body Oil & Gas 
UK (OGUK).

OGUK argues that energy companies 
will become increasingly reluctant 
to make the long-term multi-billion-
pound investments needed to extract 
such resources if they are threatened 
with new windfall taxes whenever 
prices go up.

It argues that such taxes would drive 
investment down – and the UK’s oil 
and gas production would plummet, 
forcing it to import far more of its 
energy.

Jenny Stanning, OGUK external 
relations director, said: “This idea is 
offering consumers false hope – and 
the risk of real long-term damage to 
UK Plc.

“In the short term the Treasury is 
already gaining from these price rises. 
It will get an additional £3.5bn taxes in 
the two years from last April – making 
a total of more than £5bn. We already 
pay up to 40% corporation tax – 
roughly double any other sector.

“In the longer-term a windfall tax 
would also be the worst thing for 

consumers because it would damage 
competitiveness and discourage 
energy companies from investing in 
the UK.

“Many of the companies that might 
be affected by a windfall tax are 
also investing heavily in low-carbon 
and renewable energy. For them, 
a windfall tax could reduce the 
amounts they could invest.”

What the legal experts say

Shirley Allen, an oil and gas partner at 
international law firm Pinsent Masons, 
said efforts to mitigate the looming 
hike in household energy bills should 
be welcomed, but the decisions on 
how to fund such measures “need to 
be taken with great care”.

“The North Sea oil and gas industry 
has grappled with similar policies 
before,” she said.

“But experience shows that, while 
well-intentioned, a windfall tax on 
providers could actually do more 
damage than good. The Treasury 
might reap a short-term gain, but 
the energy industry – and, ultimately, 
consumers - could be left to deal with 
the long-term pain.

“Part of the concern lies in the 
question of who ends up paying 
the tax. If the burden falls on 
shareholders, then millions of ordinary 
people will foot the bill through 
pension funds, savings and insurance 
policies that have investments in the 
oil and gas industry.

“Alternatively, if the tax forces energy 
companies to increase prices, then it 
is their customers who will ultimately 
pay – the very people that the 
proposed windfall tax is intended to 
help.”
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OEG acquires Manor 
Renewables  
GLOBAL offshore services business OEG Offshore has 
acquired temporary power, engineering and vessel business 
Manor Renewable Energy (MRE).

MRE’s turnover is in the region of £30m and the move 
advances OEG’s fast-paced strategy to deliver integrated 
offshore service packages across the world.

Bringing its expertise, reputation and track record into the 
OEG fold instantly enhances its topside offering following 
its purchases last year of offshore welfare leaders Pegasus 
Welfare Solutions and offshore radio-communications 
specialists Fern Communications.

At the same time the purchase of Hughes Subsea Services 
last autumn expanded its subsea position in renewables 
installations and maintenance.
 
For MRE, joining the OEG group supports its plans to 
grow to a £60m turnover business as it eyes the “huge 
opportunities” to build on the foundations laid over the 
last nine years with overseas operations experience across 
Europe and more recently.

City Council joins the Young 
Person’s Guarantee 
BY SIGNING up to the Young Person’s Guarantee, the 
Council will focus on connecting young people to a range 
of opportunities, and supporting and developing them in 
their roles, whilst building a workforce for the future with 
the right people, skills and experience.

The Council have committed to supporting young people in 
the form of 5 pledges:

1. To prepare young people for the world of work
2. To help all young people achieve their potential
3. To invest in a skilled workforce
4. To create jobs, volunteering and training opportunities
5. To create an inclusive and fair workplace

Host regions announced  
for 2022 Tour of Britain  
 
THE HOST regions for this year’s edition of Britain’s leading 
cycle race (September 4-11) combine a return to areas 
familiar to the Tour with those that will see the free-to-
watch event continue to break new ground in 2022. A 
much-anticipated return to Yorkshire and first-ever full 
stages in Dorset and Gloucestershire will feature in the 2022 
Tour. 

Never before will the Tour of Britain have started so far 
north than when Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire hosts the 
race’s Grand Départ on Sunday, September 4, one year 
on from the region welcoming the final stage of the 2021 
race. The Tour will start in the city of Aberdeen and finish in 
spectacular style in Aberdeenshire, taking a different route 
to the one raced in 2021, which will bring the event into the 
heart of brand new communities.

This will be followed by a spectacular finale to the 2022 
Tour of Britain across the Solent on the Isle of Wight. 
Known worldwide for its annual music festival, the island will 
host its biggest-ever sporting event when this year’s overall 
champion is crowned on Sunday, September 11. 

The 2022 finale has been two years in the making, having 
first been announced in July 2020, with the announcement 
confirming that the seaside town of Ryde will host the start 
of the final stage.

Mick Bennett, Tour of Britain race director, said: 
“Announcing the locations of the Tour of Britain stages is 
always a day I look forward to greatly, as I know how much 
people want to watch the race from their own doorsteps! 
The 2022 race is shaping up to be another unforgettable 
edition of the race, particularly since we’re mixing familiar 
regions, with new areas, places we’ve never fully explored 
and those we’ve been unable to visit for many years. 
Hopefully today’s announcement whets the appetite while 
we finalise the routes of the eight stages – rest assured 
we’ve got some more surprises to come!”
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University of Aberdeen and 
Aberdeen Football Club 
renew partnership  
THE UNIVERSITY of Aberdeen and Aberdeen Football 
Club’s successful partnership dedicated to supporting 
North-east communities and young people has been 
renewed for another year.

The partnership agreement will see the University of 
Aberdeen Business School work with AFCCT colleagues 
to deliver fun and engaging workshops for primary and 
secondary school pupils in Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, 
where pupils are tasked with designing creative marketing 
plans and sales strategies, using football clubs as 
examples. The workshops aim to raise aspirations, develop 
employability and business skills and give an insight into 
university life and the University of Aberdeen Business 
School.

Professor Peter Edwards, vice principal regional 
engagement and regional recovery, said: “Partnership 
working is essential to the CV19 recovery and the many 
current challenges facing our communities in the North-
east. This partnership has been hugely positive for the area 
and I’m excited that we will be able to build on the good 
work going forward.”

TechX announce fourth 
cohort of clean energy  
start-ups 
THE NET Zero Technology Centre has announced the 
12 clean energy technology start-ups that have been 
selected for the fourth cohort of the award-winning TechX 
Accelerator Programme. 

Starting the 15-week intensive programme in late 
February, each of the start-ups selected will receive expert 
mentoring and support, including a grant of up to £100k. 
The programme is backed by a range of industry-leading 
partners, including bp, Equinor, ADNOC, Accenture and 
Deep Science Ventures.

Mark Anderson, TechX director, commented: “With more 
than 230 applications, we saw an impressive and diverse 
mix of start-ups apply to take part in our award-winning 
accelerator programme. While a tough task, we were 
delighted to select 12 ambitious companies that offer 
innovative and impactful solutions that can help shape the 
future of energy. 

“Our fourth cohort marks the first to fully focus on clean 
energy – start-ups like these are essential in discovering 
untapped potential that can help us close the gap in 
net zero technologies. We look forward to working with 
cohort four and introducing them to all of the valuable 
opportunities that come with TechX.”

Closing date set for sale of 
former AECC site 
HOUSEBUILDERS are lining up to bid for the former 
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre (AECC) site in 
the Bridge of Don.

Silverburn Park - on the site of the now demolished main 
AECC complex - has planning permission in principle for 
nearly 500 homes.

Joint agents Savills and J&E Shepherd confirmed last night 
that there is good interest in the site and that a closing date 
has now been set.

All bids for the site must be submitted by April 28, 2022.

Niall MacLeod, of Savills, said: “Silverburn Park is 
undoubtedly one of the best residential opportunities to be 
offered to the market for some time.

“It is consequently not surprising that there has been a 
good level of interest in the site.”

Chris Grinyer, of Shepherds, added: “A general positive 
sentiment is percolating through the property sector at the 
current time.

“It is consequently not surprising that a good level of 
interest has been shown by housebuilders. We are 
anticipating a number of bids.”

Supporting North-east 
tourism and food and drink 
sectors
ROBERT Gordon University is launching a suite of 
entrepreneurship courses, specifically targeted to tourism 
and food and drink businesses in the North-east of 
Scotland. 

The practical short courses, aimed at existing freelancers, 
micro and small businesses in the North-east, will run over 
eight weeks and focus on building resilience and helping 
businesses adapt to the changing environment, manage 
costs, offer new products and services and uncover new 
markets.

The focus on tourism and food and drink sectors reflects 
the University’s determination to help restore confidence in 
industries that have been so adversely affected by the CV19 
pandemic and are key to the overall recovery of the region.

The courses are being funded by the Sottish Government 
through the Scottish Funding Council as part of the North 
East Economic Recovery and Skills Fund (NEERSF).
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Start a career in social care 
with free online course
NORTH East Scotland College is offering an exciting new 
course ideal for anyone who would like to take a closer look 
at opportunities within the social care sector.

The fully-funded six week programme, Introduction 
to a Career in Social Care, is delivered entirely online. 
Participants set their own pace working through all 
the learning materials with regular one-to-one support 
provided by a college tutor.

Brian Dunn, head of sector for care, education and 
social sciences said: “The social care sector is currently 
experiencing huge growth and there is a real shortage of 
individuals to fill crucial roles across all areas. 

“This career path is immensely rewarding and I think there 
will be a lot of take-up. I’m sure it will attract those looking 
to build upon their own experience – those who care for 
family members for example – plus individuals looking for a 
change of career direction.”

Black Bull wins silver award 
DUNCAN Taylor Scotch Whisky in  Huntly, Aberdeenshire 
have scooped a Silver award for their Black Bull 21 year old 
at the prestigious People’s Choice Spirits Awards. 

Ian Logan, senior manager of whisky and hospitality at 
Duncan Taylor Scotch Whisky said: “This was a very strong 
category with some amazing whiskies entered and we’re 
delighted to come away with silver for our first ever entry 
into these awards.”

Project team

Construction underway on 
site of former fire station  
BUILDING work has started on a development of new 
homes on the site of a former Aberdeen fire station.

Housing provider Sanctuary is delivering the project on 
North Anderson Drive which will create 118 affordable 
homes for local people. 

The £23m project will provide a mix of apartments and 
houses, comprising one, two and three-bedroom homes.
The development is being built in partnership with the 
Scottish Government and Aberdeen City Council and 
has been made possible thanks in part to a Scottish 
Government grant award of £13.5m.

Due for completion in 2024, the homes will be managed by 
Sanctuary Scotland.

Gillian Lavety, Sanctuary’s development director – Scotland, 
said: “We’re delighted to start construction on this exciting 
project which will inject a much-needed boost to high-
quality affordable housing in the local community.

“I’d like to thank the Scottish Government and Aberdeen 
City Council for their support in making this development 
happen.”

Councillor Sandra Macdonald, Aberdeen City Council 
housing spokesperson added: “It is fantastic to see that 
construction has started for a new affordable housing 
development at the former site of Aberdeen fire station.

“We are committed to providing more high-quality 
affordable housing to local residents and are pleased to be 
supporting this development.”

Science fun for pre-schoolers 
at Aberdeen Science Centre  
ABERDEEN Science Centre is to launch a new series of 
hands-on preschool sessions for the youngest budding 
scientists.

Children aged between three to six years will have the 
chance to build rockets, design their own artwork, chill out 
with stories and get messy with fun experiments.

The Little Explorer Days will be held every Friday during 
term time, with themes including space and baby animals.
Bryan Snelling, chief executive of Aberdeen Science Centre, 
said: “Our mission is to engage visitors of all ages in STEM 
activities so we have created the Little Explorer series to 
provide fun and hands-on learning for our young explorers.

“We hope to instil a lifelong interest in science in youngsters 
and we know they will love exploring the exhibition floor as 
well as taking part in the workshops, storytime and arts and 
crafts sessions.

Aberdeen Science Centre reopened to the public in 
November 2020 after a major project to create an 
aspirational science centre which reflects the STEM 
priorities for both industry and education.
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Contact us: 01224 343902 or training@agcc.co.uk

Business Development Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Business Development Accelerator 
Develop a powerful strategy to drive sales 5

Sales and Account Management
Develop a structured approach to selling 7

Social Media - Developing Your Recruitment Profile
See the importance of a personal and corporate brand using social media 4

International Business and Exporting Feb Mar Apr May Jun

A Beginners Practical Guide to Exporting
Gain a high level overview of the exporting process 3

Understanding Export and Export Documentation
Demystify what is involved to save time and money 17

Customs Procedures and Documentation
Learn how to navigate the various customs systems, procedures and documentation 23

Import Procedures, Inward and Outward Processing 
Avoid pitfalls when importing, understanding methods of claiming relief 2

Incoterms 2020
Benefits of International Commercial Terms for buyers and sellers 8

Methods of Payment and Letters of Credit
Ensure your Letter of Credit is not rejected and compare payment methods 28

Preference Rules of Origin
Understand the importance and rules of Preference Rules of Origin 18

Understanding Commodity Codes
Guidance through the international coding process and the paperwork involved 9

Management and Leadership Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Assertiveness at Work
Learn to communicate your point of view without causing conflict 17

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop effective communication techniques 24

Customer Service Excellence
Discover the techniques to excel at customer service 17

Dealing with Difficult Situations
Understand the variety of personalities and determine how to alter your approach

Emotional Intelligence
Develop situational awareness and manage emotion in self and others 7

Improve your Professional Confidence
Promote a positive and confident self-image in a professional manner 8

Negotiating and Influencing Skills
Learn tactics and skills of persuasion that lead to success 8

Personal Effectiveness
Improve your self-management by changing the way you work 20

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently 4

Project Management - The Fundamentals
Understand the principles of project management and the complexities of scale 6

Report Writing
Learn to produce clear, concise and effective reports 21

Taking Notes and Minutes (half day)
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high quality minutes 6

Time Management 
Identify time wasting activities and manage your day more effectively 22

Train the Trainer
Feel confident whilst developing and presenting different types of training

Content correct at the time of printing. 
For a full and up to date list of courses visit agcc.co.uk/training for full details.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce 2022 training calendar
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Course *Members Savings Non-members

Half day £245 +VAT £125 £370 +VAT

Full day £295 +VAT £145 £440 +VAT

Two day standard £560 +VAT £280 £840 +VAT

TRAINING CALENDAR
MARCH 2022

Finance Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Budgeting and Planning - An Introduction
Learn how to establish and maintain budgets

Finance - The Basics
Develop a broad understanding of business finance 18

Finance for Non-finance Managers
Gain an understanding of many aspects of finance and how it impacts business 30-31

Management and Leadership Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Advanced Management Skills
Grow as a manager and improve the performance of your team 22-23

Building Effective Teams
Understand what makes a great team and learn how to build one 22

Essential Management Sklls
Become equipped with the knowledge and skills required of a manager 14-15

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising 9 19 28

HR for Non-HR Managers
Understand responsibilities and techniques in relation to HR requirements 16

Motivation and Delegation
Create a motivational environment and use effective delegation

Reviews and Appraisals
Assess performance constructively and increase reviewee’s motivation 4

Stakeholder Engagement and Relationship Management
Identify and engage with stakeholders to build effective and lasting relationships 21

Supervisors Next Steps
Improve techniques and add new areas of awareness and understanding 3

Training delegate fees

“We joined – and the Chamber has provided valuable training support to our growing 
workforce as well as opportunities to make new business connections as we increase 
our presence in the region.”  
 
Jamie John, base manager, NHV Helicopters LTD

Chamber members* save on all training courses *Silver level membership and above

“We have been regular participants in various Chamber of Commerce training 
courses for developing the skills of our employees (at all levels). We would have no 
hesitation in recommending them to others looking for staff development training 
programmes”.  

Aberdeen Football Club and AFC Community Trust
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Energising the race to net zero
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CITY leaders are currently 
examining new ways to breath 
fresh life into Aberdeen’s city 
centre - so could bringing more 
residents back be key to its 
future?

Vacant retail units and office 
accommodation have become 
common sights on the Union 
Street following the recent years, 
accelerated by the CV19 pandemic.

The street boasts more than 180 
street-level business spaces, and 
despite rising retail vacancies, savvy 
property developers are spotting 
opportunities on the floors above.

City living is a rapidly evolving 
concept and reversing a long-term 
trend. Over the past century the 
UK saw a shift from “urban” to 
“suburban”, with families venturing 
outside of cities in search of a quieter 
existence in the suburbs. 

But in recent years there has been 
a reversal of that trend, with people 
returning to larger cities in what has 
been called an “urban renaissance”. 
 

Nostalgia

Stuart Dunne, a partner at Shepherd 
Chartered Surveyors, believes the key 
for Union Street is to stop thinking 
about what it once was, and to look at 
the potential for what it could be. 

“Repurposing old buildings and 
creating new homes for urban living 
has become increasingly popular and 
is essential for regenerating Aberdeen 
and our city centre,” he said.

“With few new build sites in the city 
centre there has been a focus to 
redevelop and repurpose vacant, 
once prime city centre buildings, 
thus bringing life back to our historic 
Granite Mile and the surrounding 
streets. 

“Many buildings which would have 
been historically used for commercial 
purposes and have sat vacant for 
decades are now being snapped up 
by developers.  

“There have been more transactions 
in the city centre as vendors become 
more realistic to market conditions, 
and the associated repairing liabilities 

which come with these buildings have 
encouraged some vendors to sell. 

“There are many beautiful buildings 
which have become completely 
impractical for their historic 
commercial use and in their current 
guise are unhabitable. 

“These buildings require complete 
back to the bare stone wall 
renovation. This allows developers 
to create unique homes which are 
designed for modern living and are 
energy efficient and comfortable in 
stunning old buildings whilst retaining 
some of the old character and 
features creating dream homes.”

One developer that has been active 
in the city is City Restoration Project 
Ltd. The firm is led by Dean and 
Darren Gowans, and the brothers 
are currently pursuing projects in 
Aberdeen ahead of Edinburgh.

Darren says the brothers are actively 
seeking sites for development, 
adding: “City centre living – giving 
people entertainment, leisure and 
work on their doorstep – is a growing 
trend in most UK cities.”

“The character and charm of Union 
Street buildings is now being 
enhanced by major investment in 
projects like Union Terrace Gardens 
and the Aberdeen Art Gallery, so 
Aberdeen has as much to offer in this 
space as anyone else.”

Sales up

The property market has so far 
been very receptive to city centre 
developments, particularly those like 
the City Restoration Project residence 
at 139 Union Street.

Alan Cumming, national estate 
agency director at Aberdein 
Considine, said: “In 2021, the North-
east enjoyed its best year for home 
sales for nearly a decade, and whilst 
there is of course great interest in 
family sized properties in suburbs, 
homes in excellent condition in the 
city were flying off the shelves. 

An urban renaissance 
with homes at its heart
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“If more, higher quality homes can be 
built or older properties repurposed, 
the demand is there. 

“I have been lucky to work with 
a number of developers who are 
passionate about our city centre. 

“Seeing their passion drives hope that 
Union Street and our city centre will 
become a bustling vibrant place to 
live and work again. 

“It’s an exciting prospect to consider 
how the likes of Union Street and 
the surrounding areas could be 
transformed creating a genuine 
lifestyle destination, providing an 
attractive location for people to 
live and work, as well as drawing in 
visitors to eat, drink and enjoy one of 
Scotland’s finest cities.”

Challenges

However, Mr Dunne said there are 
challenges that developers need to 
overcome.

He added: “The cost of conversion 
and refurbishment is often higher 
than new build making some 
conversions unviable. 

“Listed buildings, come with their 
own complexities which delays 
developments and adds cost again. 

“Busy city centre sites are complex to 
develop and access for contractors. 

“Car parking is in short supply, 
Aberdeen has always been a car city 
and many of these developments lack 
access to easy car parking, without 
car parking public transport must 
improve and be more reliable.  

“Lastly there is a lot of strict planning 
guidance which make some buildings 
cost prohibitive for any development. 
This must change if we really want to 
bring our high streets and city centres 
across the country back to life.”
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What does your company do 
that others don’t?
ISA is the only school in the North-
east to provide international 
education to support both local and 
expatriate families. Our student-
centred approach focuses not 
on what students learn but how 
they learn. ISA has one of the best 
staff to student ratios in Scotland. 
We educate 50 nationalities and, 
being international, we are not tied 
to national systems, we take best 
practice in education from around 
the world. We are the only school in 
the North-east to teach the pre-
university International Baccalaureate 
(IB) Diploma.

What are the most pressing 
challenges that your industry 
sector faces today, and why?
The biggest challenge faced by all 
independent schools is the political 
attitude to independent education. 
The SNP is introducing business 
rates, (we will become the only type 
of charity to pay business rates) and 
the Labour Party proposed VAT at 
the last election. If we can no longer 
operate as a charity, it will have a big 
impact.

What was your first job?
My first paycheck was for 
housekeeping in a local hotel. 

 
When would you like to 
retire? 
60 seems like a good age, a bit 
unrealistic but a girl can dream!  
 
What did you have  
for breakfast?
Peanut butter on toast with bananas. 
 
Who, or what, inspires you?
So many things inspire me, my 
colleagues, music, design, and the 
one who inspires me the most is my 
son.
 
What’s the last book  
you read / film you saw?
Last book was The Day the Crayons 
Quit by Drew Daywalt - bedtime 
stories are the only reading I do these 
days! The last film was Togo. Krista Lamming, 

head of admissions, International School Aberdeen  

What is the hardest lesson you 
have learned in your career to 
date?
For me, it’s been hard to find a 
work-life balance, particularly 
since the pandemic forced us all to 
work remotely. I, like many others, 
struggled with drawing a line 
between work and home life. My 
work was constantly at my fingertips, 
and it was difficult to switch off. 
However, I am now delighted to be 
back in the office, and I am making 
more of a conscious effort to leave 
work at work! I think it’s vital to strive 
for a healthy work-life balance.

What is the most valuable piece 
of business advice you have ever 
received?
An Albert Einstein quote that one 
of my teachers used to say that still 
resonates with me ... ‘Anyone who 
has never made a mistake has never 
tried anything new’. I remind myself 
of these words when delving into 
uncharted waters. 

What’s been your proudest 
career achievement to date,  
and why?
Becoming head of admissions at 
ISA. I’ve been with ISA for over 

BUSINESS LESSONS
MARCH  2022

Business lessons  
I’ve learned

eight years and only a few of 
those years have been spent in 
the admissions department. I have 
grown so much in this role, it’s so 
rewarding, and it fills me with pride to 
represent this incredible school. On 
a personal achievement level, I am 
equally as proud of conquering the 
roundabouts in this city! It may sound 
silly but coming from a small town in 
Canada with wide straight roads and 
not a roundabout in sight, learning to 
drive in Aberdeen is no small feat! 

If you could make one thing 
happen tomorrow that would 
benefit North-east Scotland, 
what would it be?
As a school, we are committed to 
sustainability and supporting our 
students to develop a passion for 
protecting our planet so I would like 
to see the same enthusiasm and 
innovation rolled out at a local level. 
The North-east’s young people are 
the workforce of the future, and they 
have an incredible knowledge and 
awareness of the climate change 
movement and how sustainability 
issues will affect our future towns 
and villages - we would do well to 
listen to the next generation and 
learn from them. 
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It is so important that your child 
begins their learning journey in 
the right environment. At Albyn 
School, the aim is to develop 
the whole pupil – head, heart 
and hand. From Nursery to 
Secondary School, pupils are 
taught, nurtured and supported 
by dedicated teachers who go 
beyond the curriculum and exam 
syllabuses to instil a lifelong love 
of learning. 

The School’s core values of 
confidence, community, curiosity, 
teamwork, and respect are lived every 
day and shared widely by all who learn, 
work and teach within the School 
community. They are the golden glue 
that bond the School community 
tightly together and it is this sense of 
community and belonging that are 

Beginning your child’s journey  
in the right environment

vital to the wellbeing of children and 
young people. 

At Albyn School, boys and girls feel 
safe and at home in small classes: the 
perfect setting for inquisitive minds 
to flourish and for potential to be 
unlocked. Pupils want to excel, and 
they develop high aspirations for the 
future. Part of the School’s vision is 
to offer the opportunity for pupils to 
seek fulfilment and enrichment both 
in and out of the classroom. With 
smaller class sizes and a large range 
of subjects on offer, pupils are able to 
learn in a purposeful and comfortable 
environment with dedicated teachers 
who have time for each and every 
pupil. They are encouraged from a 
young age to have a voice and to 
become involved in many different 
aspects of school life. This helps to 

create the best learning environment 
for each individual pupil. Beyond the 
classroom, pupils are encouraged to 
take part in an incredibly rich and wide 
co-curricular programme. From flying 
high in the sky with the RAF section of 
the Combined Cadet Force, to hiking 
mountains in the Scottish Highlands 
with Duke of Edinburgh to playing 
violin in the Orchestra, there really is 
something for everyone. 

Do come and visit this friendly, happy 
and highly successful school to see 
how your child could thrive!

Register for the School’s next Open 
Morning on Friday 18 March at  
www.albynschool.co.uk
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When was your business established?? 
  
The idea behind Hi has been percolating for a 
couple of years, but we established in May 2020. 

What does your business do?  
 
Hi is a payroll platform and social enterprise that 
enables your business to finance salary payments, 
totally unsecured and off-balance sheet. At the 
same time Hi gives your employees faster access 
to their earned money, either weekly or daily, 
increasing their financial resilience by reducing the 
wait for payday. This employee benefit can help 
your business attract and retain the best talent, 
increasing productivity. 

What sort of companies do you do business with? 

Hi can be used by any employer – from large, multi-
national businesses to small, local businesses. 

What is the biggest challenge facing your 
business at the moment? 

We are launching an entirely new asset class to 
the financial market which certainly comes with its 
fair share of challenges! However following some 
incredible work from the team, we are able to bring 
our unique solution to market and we’re looking 
forward to doing so in Aberdeen.

And the biggest opportunity? 
 
Our partnerships with Mastercard, Microsoft and 
NTT DATA are enabling us to scale and offer a 
global approach. They have truly supercharged our 
capabilities.

What are you most passionate and proud of when 
it comes to your business?  

Our ESG principles. We are a certified social 
enterprise in the UK and currently have B Corp 
Pending status, which reflects the commitments we 
have already made in our environmental, social and 
governance policies. We are reinventing pay to make 
the world financially stronger and give workers and 
businesses greater control over their finances. 

What has been most valuable to you as an AGCC 
member?  

As new members, we are excited about finding out 
more of what the Chamber has to offer for example, 
discovering new ways in which we can participate 
and meet other supporters.

David Brown, 
founder and chief executive, 
Hi55 Ventures

P&J Live pledges for ‘Net 
Zero Carbon Events’  
P&J LIVE has signed the Net Zero Carbon Events pledge, a 
joint commitment across the events and meetings industry 
to achieve the targets laid out in the Paris Climate Accord.
The pledge commits organisations to achieve net zero by 
2050, at the latest, and halve greenhouse gas emissions by 
2030.

The Net Zero Carbon Events pledge, presented at COP26 in 
Glasgow, is the result of global collaboration throughout the 
events industry. At the time of launch, there were more than 
100 signatories, making this the most global and inclusive 
collaborative action tackling the challenges of climate 
change within the events sector.

P&J Live is pleased to be joining this initiative, as it will 
be through continued collaborative work throughout 
the events sector that we will be able to make swift and 
essential progress towards reducing the overall carbon 
footprint of events.

Nick Waight, managing director of P&J Live said: 
“Environmental issues have become ever increasingly 
prominent; it was important that we built a venue that 
aligned with the highest environmental standards. P&J 
Live has a dedicated and innovative energy centre which 
uses food and garden waste from around Aberdeen. As 
well as this initiative, there are several other sustainable 
efforts around the site including a network of over 7km of 
footpaths through the site, over 29,000 trees planted on 
site and energy efficient lighting.

“It should be a consideration for any business to 
acknowledge and act on good green energy practices and 
be mindful towards its impact on the wider environment for 
future generations to come.”
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THE British Chamber of 
Commerce 2021 International 
trade survey provides insight to 
the major challenges UK firms 
are facing.  

The areas consistently referenced 
are the impacts of Brexit, VAT, 
customs delays, rules of origin and 
the Northern Ireland protocol. As well 
as the increase of fuel, shipping, and 
energy costs, 80% of firms have seen 
an increase to their costs and 66% 
have seen an increase in transport 
time. 

As the Chamber of Commerce 
network is a trusted delivery partner 
in trade facilitation, this information 
allows us to have direct dialogue at a 
senior level with government agencies 
to feedback the issues being faced on 
the ground by business. 

International trade can be very 
profitable for business; however, it is 
important to ensure that companies 
have all the necessary tools at hand 
to ensure their goods cross borders 
as smoothly, efficiently, and as cost 
effectively as possible.

Changes for traders from 
January 2022

Business must now comply with new 
border controls and full customs 
declarations. All imports and exports 

now require a full customs declaration 
and import duty must be accounted 
for at time of import, it is no longer 
an option to delay. VAT must also be 
declared, however using Postponed 
VAT accounting payment system this 
can be postponed until the next VAT 
return.

Pre-notification of plant products 
and products of animal origin before 
consignments leave the EU for GB is 
now required. Goods not pre notified 
to the UK IPAFFs database cannot 
enter GB.

Introduction of the Goods Vehicle 
Movement System (GVMS) for 
GB. Many ports are using GVMS 
for moving goods into or out of 
Northern Ireland and GB. If your 
goods are being moved through a 
GVMS port, you or your haulier must 
register for this service and enter all 
the information about your goods 
movement on GVMS before your 
goods arrive at the departure port. 
You can them use GVMS to get a 
goods movement reference number 
(GMR), which can be quickly checked 
at the border. A GMR is a single 
reference number linking multiple pre 
lodged declaration reference numbers 
together.

Over 5500 changes to UK commodity 
codes have been made and we 
recommend that companies review 

their commodity codes to ensure 
they are compliant with the new 
regulations.

Changes coming up from July 

• Documentary and identity checks 
will take place at the GB Border 
Control Posts for plant products and 
meats or meat products from the 
EU. 

• Safety and security certificates 
required to accompany 
consignments. 

• A requirement for export health 
certificates on animal origin 
product imports, and phytosanitary 
certificates on plant products apply 
from the date. 

• Further physical checks on dairy and 
fish products begin on September 1 
and November 1 respectively.

Business tells us this feels daunting  
– and it is complicated work. 

AGCC has a wealth of international 
trade experience, technical expertise 
and offers a high level of compliance 
and assurance for our customers on 
whose behalf we issue certification, 
customs declarations, and training 
to move goods worth half a billion 
pounds every year across borders.

Brexit 
challenges 
starting to 
bite
Lorraine Neish, 
International documentation team leader,  
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Email: recruitment@specialist-resource-solutions.co.uk
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Investment worth more than £12bn 
is flowing into the North-east of 
Scotland over the next decade, 
according to a major new study.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of 
Commerce has today published the 
2022 edition of its Investment Tracker, 
which plots how billions of pounds 
worth of projects will see the region 
re-invented.

The publication – delivered in 
partnership with Invest Aberdeen 
and Opportunity North East (ONE) 
– also reveals that £3.2bn of projects 
have been completed in the region 
since 2017, including £724.1m since 
the previous edition, despite the 
pandemic. 

2022 will see the Aberdeen 
Harbour expansion completion, 
complementing the Aberdeen 
International Airport, Peterhead Port, 
Fraserburgh Harbour and rail and road 
infrastructure investments to boost 
accessibility of the region for trade 
and business.  

Wider investment includes:

• £4.5bn of investment in energy and 
environmental projects 

• £3.51bn worth of transport and 
infrastructure investment 

• £1.23bn of commercial and 
residential projects 

• £819.4m of health, sport and 
education projects 

• £795m+ of investment catalysed by 
the City Region Deal 

• £369.1m in leisure and culture 
developments 

• £361.8m investment in town and city 
centres across the region

Russell Borthwick, chief executive of 
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of 
Commerce, said: 
“Billions of pounds of investment will 
deliver the infrastructure, regeneration 
and cultural activity to create a truly 
21st century environment in our city 
region; right here, right now.

“Outsiders might know of this region 
being Europe’s oil capital, and with that 
knowledge make assumptions of this 
place being industrial and in decline.

“Nothing could be further from the 
truth, but perception is reality, so this 
report is part of our shared narrative 
to demonstrate that as well as already 
being great place to live, work, study, 
visit, invest and do business, ours is 
a region with big ambitions for the 
future.”

Jennifer Craw, chief executive of 
Opportunity North East said: 
“The private and public sectors 
share the ambition for Aberdeen 
and Aberdeenshire to lead in 
energy transition with a diversified 
and resilient economy, providing a 
high quality of life in a great natural 
environment.

“Opportunity North East is focusing 
action and investment on developing 
new digital tech businesses, 
sustainable food production and 
premium product development, 
commercialising life sciences 
innovation and rebuilding the visitor 
economy focusing on our natural 
assets and environment. 

“These projects are fundamental to 
creating an attractive and supportive 
environment for entrepreneurs and 
founders, supporting start-ups to full-
scale maturity. Energising this region’s 
entrepreneurial spirit will make the 
most of sector strengths and people, 
create new jobs and opportunities.

Councillor Jenny Laing, leader of 
Aberdeen City Council, said: 
“The 2022 Tracker tells the story of our 
ambition and ongoing transformation 
as a catalyst for further investment 
and we are confident that the 
Aberdeen City Region will continue to 
be great place to live, work and invest.”

Councillor Andy Kille, leader of 
Aberdeenshire Council added: 
“As the Tracker shows, we are in a 
stronger position as our projects 
are coming onstream just when our 
businesses need them most, and 
our investment pipeline provides 
confidence that this is an attractive 
place to invest.”

Investment in Aberdeen 
City Region to top £12bn 
over the next decade

Billions of pounds of 
investment will deliver 
the infrastructure, 
regeneration and 
cultural activity to 
create a truly 21st 
century environment 
in our city region; right 
here, right now
Russell Borthwick
chief executive, 
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber  
of Commerce
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To see our full programme of events, visit agcc.co.uk/events

Dubai Expo Trade Mission
 
The Scottish Chamber of Commerce international 
network is inviting applications from Scottish 
businesses to attend the Dubai Expo trade mission 
focusing on clean energy and climate change.
Businesses that would benefit from participating 
include renewable energy, low carbon heat, low 
carbon transport, offshore wind, blue and green 
hydrogen and oil and gas transition. A week of 
activities is being organised for the delegation, along 
with some free time for delegates to attend Dubai 
Expo and the World Future Energy Summit. This 
trade mission is open to any business in Scotland 
looking to access international markets and 
companies do not need to be a Chamber member.

Unlock the power of diversity and inclusion
 
Are you an employer, employee, or educator within 
science, technology, engineering, maths, or the built 
environment?

With so many business facing skill shortages, the 
attraction and retention of a diverse talent pool has 
never been more business critical. Evidence shows 
that more diverse teams lead to better decision-
making, problem-solving and innovation – all 
needed in both organisations and society. Equate 
will provide some tips and best practices to help you 
unlock the power of diversity and inclusion within 
your organisation.

Mar 4

Mar 16

Dubai

Online

£600

Member: Free
Non-member £55

Northern Star Business Awards
 
The Chamber believes marking the achievements of 
local businesses is more important than ever as the 
local community comes to terms with the impact of 
the CV19 pandemic.

The Northern Star Business Awards seek to 
recognise the exceptional accomplishments of 
organisations across the Aberdeen city region. 
Real people, black tie – lots of sparkle.

Apr 22

P&J Live

18:00 - 23:00

Tables of 10 start  
at £1,475
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Christine O’Neill 

Christine O’Neill, chairman 
of law firm Brodies LLP, has 
been re-elected to serve 
a fourth consecutive term 
in the role. She was first 
elected chair in 2013 and her 
fourth, three-year term will 
begin on May 1. Christine is 
one of Scotland’s leading 
litigators, particularly in the 
fields of constitutional and 
public law. 

Richard Shepherd 

Gilson Gray has appointed 
industry stalwart Richard 
Shepherd as partner in its 
real estate team. He has 
more than 30 years of 
experience and joins 
as the practice accelerates 
its growth in the North-east. 
Based in Aberdeen, Richard 
will support Gilson Gray’s 
established team with 
his strong network and 
connections.

Garry Ford 

EnerMech has appointed 
Garry Ford as regional 
director for Asia Pacific 
to drive further business 
growth across the energy, 
industrial and infrastructure 
sectors and strengthen 
its existing oil and gas 
operations in the region.
Mr Ford joins the company 
from SNC Lavalin where he 
was most recently executive 
vice president - Americas 
and Europe.

Ed Crockett 

Ed Crockett has joined 
Savills as a director in 
the Operational Capital 
Markets (OCM) division, 
market leaders within the 
operational real estate 
sectors across the UK and 
EMEA. Crockett will work 
across all OCM sectors 
which includes multifamily, 
single family, student 
accommodation, co-living, 
senior living and healthcare. 

Daniel Thompson 

Osprey Housing Group’s 
new director of housing 
is Daniel Thompson, who 
replaces Stacy Angus 
following her appointment 
as the North-east social 
landlord’s chief executive. 
Osprey currently owns 
and manages more than 
1,800 properties across 
Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen 
City, and Moray.

Kari Ertresvåg 

Aker Solutions has 
appointed Kari Ertresvåg 
as senior vice president 
for communications. The 
company is growing rapidly 
within low-carbon solutions 
for oil and gas production 
and renewable energy. 
Ertresvåg brings with 
her extensive experience 
and will be central in 
communicating the 
business opportunities in 
the energy transformation 
to stakeholders globally.

Mark Davison 

Well-Safe Solutions has 
appointed Mark Davison as 
the company’s subsurface 
team lead, as the company 
expands the breadth of its 
service offering to include all 
aspects of subsurface plug 
and abandonment design.
Mark has more than 30 
years of industry experience 
as a geoscientist, having 
worked for companies 
including Shell and 
Schlumberger 

Fiona Fernie  

North-east charity, Clan 
Cancer Support, has 
appointed Fiona Fernie to 
be its chief executive officer. 
Fiona, current head of 
income generation and 
business development, will 
replace Dr Colette Backwell 
who is stepping down. 
Since joining Clan in 2017 
she has transformed its 
commercial approach to 
income generation. 

READY FOR LIFE AFTER WORK?
•  Pensions & Retirement Planning   •  Investments
•  Employee Benefits •  Estate Planning 

Acumen Financial Planning Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA number 218745.
ACUMENFP.COM
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Darren Bragg 

Enerquip has appointed 
two new members of staff 
in Houston and 10 in the 
UK. They include UK-based 
Darren Bragg who has 
recently taken up the newly 
created global sales and 
business development role 
and is tasked with growing 
the corporate footprint in 
key strategic locations.

Debbie Middleton 

Involve HR LLP has 
appointed Debbie Middleton 
as business development/
senior HR advisor to help 
drive continued business 
success.Debbie has more 
than 20 years’ experience 
in HR, predominately in 
the oil and gas sector with 
operating and service 
companies. She also 
worked as HR manager 
for a well-established local 
recruitment consultancy.  

Stephen Carmichael and Gareth Edwards 

Anderson Anderson & Brown Consulting Limited 
(AAB Consulting), has made two key leadership team 
appointments following another year of strong growth.
Stephen Carmichael joins as managing consultant, having 
spent the past eight years at a global innovation and 
transformation consultancy where he worked with a range 
of Whitehall clients, including the Ministry of Defence and 
several Scottish Government agencies. Gareth Edwards 
joins as director. He moves from Wipro Digital, having 
previously led the Deloitte Digital practice in Scotland where 
he was responsible for the growth of the business from 
just four to 25+ members of staff over three years. While at 
Deloitte he worked with clients including Stagecoach, the 
Lawn Tennis Association and M&G Pru.

ON THE MOVE
MARCH 2022

EMPOWERING BUSINESS THROUGH PEOPLE
•  Employee Benefi ts •  Business Protection
•  Flexible Benefi ts •  Group Risk 

Acumen Employee Benefi ts Limited is an Appointed Representative of Acumen Financial Planning Ltd 
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA number 916905.

ACUMENEB.COM

Lori Angus, Jonas Taverne and Gregor McLellan  

Well construction specialist DeltaTek has announced a 
number of promotions to reflect the company’s internal 
growth strategy. Following on from a successful 2021, the 
recent promotions of Lori Angus to office manager, Jonas 
Taverne to senior service supervisor and Gregor McLellan to 
design engineer are a key milestone for DeltaTek and part of 
the company’s ambitious expansion plans.

Holly Milne  

Holly Milne has re-joined HR 
consultancy Hunter Adams 
as UK director, based in its 
Aberdeen headquarters 
and focussed on leading 
the growth of the business 
across the UK. Holly has 
more than 15 years of 
experience in the consulting 
sector supporting 
businesses with their people 
and culture requirements.

Ian McGuire  

Aberdeen based signage 
and commercial print 
company PFI Lofthus Signs-
Jasmine Print has appointed 
Ian McGuire to its business 
development team as part 
of its continued growth.   
Ian has more than 25 years 
of commercial experience 
in the manufacturing, print 
and media industries and 
has worked extensively with 
retailers across the country.
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Sorrelle Harper 

Storegga, has appointed 
Sorrelle Harper as head 
of corporate affairs.
Sorrelle has run her own 
strategic communications 
consultancy, Sharpener 
Communications, for the 
past four years, advising 
senior management on 
company launches, private 
equity fundraisings and 
M&A, as well as on crisis 
communications issues 
related to CV19 and gender 
pay gap reporting. 

RAdm (Ret) John 
Weale, CB, OBE

JFD, the world leading 
underwater capability 
provider serving the 
commercial and defence 
diving markets and part 
of James Fisher and Sons 
plc, has welcomed Retired 
Rear Admiral John Weale, 
CB, OBE, as senior defence 
advisor to support the 
company’s continued 
growth within both the UK 
and international defence 
markets.

Lyn Spence and Faye Paterson 

Align People HR has reported significant growth as 
it approaches its third birthday and made two new 
appointments to boost their team. Lyn Spence joined as HR 
consultant following a well-established HR career working 
at senior level across a variety of sectors in Aberdeen and 
internationally, as well as having worked as a self-employed 
HR consultant. Faye Paterson joined as HR administrator 
with a focus on supporting HR software offering to clients. 
Faye has a background in document control and systems 
support.

Adam Demus 

Crane Worldwide Logistics 
has appointed Adam 
Demus as business 
development manager 
in Aberdeen. Adam joins 
Crane Worldwide with vast 
logistics experience in the 
area supporting clients 
with international business 
projects, freight forwarding 
and logistics solutions.

Margo Milne

A new director has been appointed to drive an increase in 
employer engagement in schools. Margo Milne takes up 
this leadership role at Developing the Young Workforce 
(DYW) North East, which exists to bridge the gap between 
employers and education. The aim to involve more 
employers will help inspire and develop the next generation 
of talent in North-east Scotland. Margo takes over at a 
period of rapid growth for the organisation, which over the 
last year has expanded to offer enhanced on-the-ground 
support to all 32 secondary schools across Aberdeen and 
Aberdeenshire.

Jamie Smith   

Phil Anderson Financial 
Services had a record 2021 
achieving a turnover of 
£1.33m, a 20% increase 
from 2020 and their best 
financial performance 
since launching in 2010. As 
a result the business has 
expanded its team with 
Jamie Smith joining as 
engagement manager. 

Enhance your skills through the Chamber’s  
extensive portfolio of training courses
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Charity launch £10m appeal 
to expand services  
NORTH-east charity, Camphill School Aberdeen, provides 
day and residential support to 95 children and young 
people with learning disabilities and complex additional 
support needs has launched an ambitious campaign to 
raise £10m over the next 10 years to enable it to expand its 
vital services to more youngsters in the region.

The charity’s 10-year vision will increase its capacity by 60% 
extending its workshops, developing a social enterprise, 
creating a certified internal awards centre, and building 
three new residential homes.

Phase one is expected to commence in the Autumn, with 
the planned construction of a £3m, 11-bedroom house, with 
independent living wing. 

Alex Busch, executive director of Camphill School 
Aberdeen, said: “Currently the demand for our services far 
exceeds our capacity, the only way to help more young 
people in the North-east is to make our plans come to 
life. We want to ensure that every young person who 
needs access to our support, receives it. Together with the 
support of the local community, we can build futures and 
transform lives.”

Montrose Port selected as 
offshore wind operations 
base  
INCH Cape Offshore Limited has selected Montrose Port as 
the future operations and maintenance base for its offshore 
wind farm – which will see up to 72 turbines located 15 km 
off the Angus coast.

The wind farm, owned by Red Rock Power and ESB, will 
create an initial £5.2m investment and more than 50 long-
term skilled jobs during its lifetime.

The Inch Cape Offshore Wind Farm has applied to the UK 
Government for a long-term energy contract in its latest 
‘Contracts for Difference’ allocation round, with results 
expected this summer.

If successful, this will trigger the 18-month multi-million-
pound investment programme in the Angus port with more 
than 50 long term skilled operations and maintenance jobs 
to follow.

Initial work on the infrastructure upgrade will begin in 2023 
with the construction of offices and warehouse at the port’s 
South Quay.

Adam Ezzamel, project director of the Inch Cape Offshore 
Wind Farm said: “This new infrastructure will make 
Montrose Port a key element in the Inch Cape Offshore 
Wind Farm, which will become one of Scotland’s largest 
single sources of renewable power, operational for at least 
30 years. We plan to utilise the very latest technology to 
reduce carbon emissions from vessels to operational base 
designs, operating and maintaining some of the biggest 
wind turbines in the world deployed in water depths of up 
to 57 metres.”

Captain Tom Hutchison, chief executive and harbourmaster 
at Montrose Port said: “We are delighted to welcome Inch 
Cape to Montrose as part of our growing offshore wind 
portfolio. We aim to become the go-to port for the industry 
and believe that with our geographical position, deep water 
berths, and sheltered quays we are ideally placed to do so.” 

AGS Airports signs Toulouse 
Declaration  
AGS Airports Ltd has become a proud signatory of the 
Toulouse Declaration, which marks a new chapter in 
Europe’s journey towards aviation’s net zero 2050 goal.

The Toulouse Declaration marks the first time that 
European Governments, the European Commission, 
industry, unions and other key stakeholders have formally 
aligned on aviation decarbonisation.

Derek Provan chief executive of AGS Airports, which 
owns and operates Aberdeen, Glasgow and Southampton 
airports, said: “Aviation is a force for good and I’m proud 
that our industry is leading the way in the response to 
the most fundamental challenge of our time – the climate 
emergency.

“At its very essence aviation is a truly global industry 
helping people, cultures and economies connect. To 
reverse the worse impacts of climate change will take a 
global response and require partnerships across all levels 
of government and society, which is why the Toulouse 
Declaration is such an important step forward.”

Antony, Alex Bush and Ryan

Adam Ezzamel, Mari Gougeon and Capt Tom Hutchinson
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Welcome to the Chamber
PES Executive Handling Ltd 
PES Executive Handling provides VIP airport concierge 
services. The team ensure from the moment you arrive, 
your airport journey is smooth and stress free. 

T 07751 784588
W www.exechandling.co.uk
E phyllis.stuart@exechandling.co.uk
C Phyllis Stuart, managing director

Raeburn Christie Clark & Wallace 
LLP 
A full service law firm, headquartered in Aberdeen with a 
branch network across the North east; we provide advice 
for individuals, families and businesses across a range 
of legal areas, together with estate agency and financial 
services.

T 01224 332400
W www.raeburns.co.uk
E enquiries@raeburns.co.uk
C Bill Barclay, partner

Bethan Customs Consultancy Ltd 
An independent customs consultancy. 

T 01651 269980
W www.bethancustomsconsultancy.com
E info@bethancc.com
C Nicola Alexander, director

Integrity ISS Limited 
Integrity ISS Limited is a specialist integrated service 
solutions provider for plant turnarounds, operations and 
maintenance, plant integrity (find and fix), construction, 
commissioning and decommissioning projects.

T 01224 042111
E stuart.sinclair@integrity-iss.com
C Stuart Charles Sinclair, managing director

Lofthus Signs 
Lofthus provides a truly one-stop solution for all 
customer signage and print requirements. As part of the 
PFI Group, Lofthus are part of a collective who provide 
complementary products and services throughout, 
while maintaining the high levels of expertise collectively 
gained from many years of experience. The group 
capabilities extend to bespoke fabrication, large format 
print, design, installation, in-house finishing (including a 
paint-shop), warehousing and fulfilment.

T 01224 662925
W www.wearelofthus.com
E aberdeensales@lofthussigns.co.uk
C Ian McGuire, business development manager

MDB Marine Ltd 
An innovative inspection company that specialise in 
subsea inspection and operations with use of ROVs and 
crawlers. 

T 01346 510588
W www.mdbmarine.com
E d.bond@mdbmarine.com
C Derek Bond, operations director

MindSparx Health & Wellbeing 
MindSparx are a health and wellbeing centre in Aberdeen 
City, creating a safe and enjoyable environment that 
ignites a new level of positive mental state and physical 
wellbeing through the means of martial arts, coaching 
and aquatic therapies. 

T 07720 748989
W www.facebook.com/mindsparxhealthandwellbeing
E mindsparxinfo@gmail.com
C Tracey Cass, co-owner

Books and Beans
A fairtrade cafe - good coffee and food, second hand 
bookstore. Over 10,0000 books to buy in store and are 
very pet friendly.

T 01224 646438
W www.booksandbeans.co.uk
E sales@booksandbeans.co.uk
C John Wigglesworth, owner

Sovereign Grooming 
Sovereign are a new generation of salon aimed at men of 
all ages who like to take time over their appearance and 
appreciate their own individuality. 

T 01224 970783
W www.sovereign-grooming.com 
E kyle@sovereign-grooming.com
C Kyle Ross, managing director

Subsea Pressure Controls Ltd 
Subsea Pressure Controls provides alternative 
engineering solutions to the global energy industry, 
supporting the oil and gas, renewable and marine 
sectors. They specialise in the repair, refurbishment, 
manufacturing, and sale of drilling and well control 
equipment. Providing rental of pressure control 
equipment and the support of competent personnel.  
The engineering department provides R&D, design 
from concept to detailed and draughting, project 
management, manufacturing, commissioning, and site 
support are all available as solutions.

T 07803 327401
W www.subsea-pressurecontrols.com
E info@subsea-pressurecontrols.com
C Keith Skinner, director

The Auto Lounge Ltd 
The Auto Lounge provide customers with a bespoke, 
transparent, relaxed and overall better experience when 
buying, selling or sourcing their luxury or performance 
vehicles.

T 01224 905111
W www.theautolounge.co.uk
E info@theautolounge.co.uk
C Craig Handley/Graham Davidson, owners

Q&A Law Practice Limited 
A law firm specialising in commercial property and 
employment who are dedicated to providing specialist 
legal services to the business community. 

T 01224 042589
E Info@qalawpractice.co.uk
C Mike Anderson
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The Habitat People 
The Habitat People are a private conservation company 
that works with people, businesses and organisations to 
educate, manage land and create high quality habitat 
for the betterment of people, biodiversity and the green 
economy.

T 07507 482375
W www.habitatpeople.co.uk
E david@habitatpeople.co.uk
C David Hunter, director

Turriff Tyres 
Turriff Tyres is a local tyre fitting garage with 10,000 
square foot of warehousing ensuring customers receive 
the tyres they are looking for.  

T 01888 562929
W www.twgonline.co.uk
E juliankinsella@live.co.uk
C Julian Kinsella, owner

Utilities Warehouse 
Utilities Warehouse is an energy and telecoms company.

T 07340 476232
W www.uw.co.uk
E ms.caddell@uw.partners
C Susan Caddell, owner
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Bob Sanguinetti

£30m funding for Aberdeen 
Harbour  
THE Scottish National Investment Bank has committed 
£30m of funding for the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour, 
the largest marine infrastructure project in the UK.

The loan will strengthen Aberdeen’s position as a key port 
hub for the UK’s large scale energy transition efforts. The 
expanded facility will provide greater land and water access 
for offshore wind developers.

The increased capacity will also play a vital role delivering 
the supply chain benefits of the recently announced 
ScotWind leasing round, supporting the Bank’s mission to 
achieve a just transition to net zero.

Eilidh Mactaggart, chief executive of the Scottish National 
Investment Bank, said: “The South Harbour project is a 
critical platform for the just transition in Scotland, delivering 
a high-specification facility which will shape industry in 
Aberdeen for decades to come and provide valuable space, 
as well as water access, for both offshore wind supply chain 
providers and offshore wind developers.”

The expanded port has been designed to accommodate 
larger, wider, and deeper vessels, while providing land-side 
facilities for the expansion of the offshore wind industry.

The new facility will ensure Scotland remains at the 
forefront of international marine and offshore innovation for 
decades to come. 

The project is also funded by the European Investment 
Bank, Scottish Enterprise, and the Aberdeen City Deal.

Young people benefit from 
Kickstart Scheme 
AN INTERNSHIP programme, which has seen 39 young 
people join Aberdeen City Council as part of the UK 
Government’s Kickstart Scheme since March 2021, has 
been so successful a further 41 interns are due to join the 
organisation in 2022.

Nine interns who have completed their internships who will 
continue their employment with Aberdeen City Council, 
having successfully been appointed to roles within the 
organisation.

Councillor Ryan Houghton said: “The scheme has shown 
that by giving young people access to new opportunities 
and the right support they can learn new transferable skills, 
gain valuable work experience and by doing so flourish in 
the workplace and beyond.”

ADC Energy wins big US 
land contract
ADC Energy has secured its largest US land project to 
date, delivering its rig inspection services for a major US 
operator’s fleet in the Permian Basin.
 
The $300,000 USD (£225k) contract is expected to take 
between four and six months. ADC Energy will provide its 
specialised integrated rig inspection services, including rig 
condition and dropped object inspections, to the operator’s 
fleet of 20 drilling assets.   

ADC’s experienced personnel in the Americas will provide 
ad hoc onsite support and act as the technical focal point 
for the duration of the rig contract. 

JFD win innovation award
DR FRASER Stewart, a biomedical engineer at JFD, 
secured the win at the 2021 Innovate UK KTP Awards, 
held in September last year, for creating a prototype that 
revolutionises diver safety. Led by Fraser, the Knowledge 
Transfer Partnership (KTP) between JFD Fathom Systems 
and the University of Strathclyde won in the Engineering 
Excellence category for its wearable health monitoring 
solution for saturation divers.

The prototype, consisting of a wireless, battery powered 
watch and accompanying software, can monitor a diver’s 
vitals and has successfully undergone hyperbaric testing 
and diver trials.

Dr Fraser Stewart commented: “I was delighted to win the 
award and it is testament to a lot of hard work. Existing 
diver health monitoring systems are reactive, used only 
once an emergency has occurred. Using sensor and 
artificial intelligence expertise, the KTP developed a 
proactive solution that will not only improve safety in the 
commercial diving industry but also save lives.”
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The ECITB Project Management Steering Group 
(PMSG) is made up of representatives from 
leading oil and gas, renewables and energy 
transition companies and related stakeholders 
located in the North East of Scotland. It aims 
to drive and positively influence the skills 
and competency development for project 
management and project leadership.

Coordinated by the Project Management Steering 
Group (PMSG) and the ECITB, the programme is 
an excellent example of how industry cooperation 
works for the benefit of the sector as a whole.

Project Management Mentoring Programme

ecitb.org.uk/project-management-steering-group

For potential mentors or mentees wishing to note 
their interest in the programme commencing 
in 2022 or for any information on the other 
initiatives that the PMSG are involved in please 
email: pm-mentoring@ecitb.org.uk

All mentees surveyed agree that “the wider 
Engineering Construction Industry would 

benefit from a National Mentoring Programme”. 

44  
Companies have 

supported the 
programme

2500
Estimated hours of 
CPD clocked up

107
Mentees have 
participated
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